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FOREWORD
"Three-fold the stride of Time, from first to last!
Loitering slow, the Future creepeth
—
Arrow-swift, the Present sweepeth
And motionless forever stands the Past.''
Four years at Framingham have emphasized to the Class
of 1939 the truth of this statement from Schiller. In
prospect, our college career did seem "loitering slow."
Anticipation could not speed it up, instead, it seemingly
postponed the thrilling years.
But when they came, so fast did they speed, that now
those years with their varied associations belong to
Eternity. They are finally safe in the Past, and will forever
remain there, except as memory recalls them. As a lasting
record of these — our four best years — this book has
been lovingly written.
In addition to the fact that 1939 is our year, the
graduating year of the Class of 1939, is the even more
significant fact that 1939 is the one-hundredth anniversary
of the founding of our college, the first public normal
school in America. Throughout the century this school has
inspired its girls to follow high ideals, with "Live to the
Truth," its motto, ever in mind. The Class of 1939 feels
its unique privilege and honor in issuing a yearbook with
so worthy a theme—The Centennial.
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DEDICATION
TO MISS DOROTHY LARNED
TO OUR BELOVED MISS LARNED, WHO SO ENERGETICALLY,
ENTHUSIASTICALLY, AND CAPABLY HAS FUL-
FILLED HER DUTIES AS A TEACHER, GUIDE AND
FRIEND, WE, THE CLASS OF 1939,
AFFECTIONATELY DEDICATE
THIS BOOK.
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N cWMORIAM
It is with deep feeling that we here record the
passing of Mr. Fred W. Archibald,—long our be-
loved teacher and friend. We know that the spirit
which he instilled in us will be an inspiring guide
always,- that our musical memories are an enduring
heritage from him.
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A TRIBUTE
TO MR. FREDERICK W. RED
TO YOU, MR. RIED, WE, THE DIAL STAFF, WISH TO EXPRESS
OUR DEEP APPRECIATION OF YOUR EXPERIENCED
AND FRIENDLY GUIDANCE, WHICH HAS
MADE THIS VOLUME POSSIBLE
188
lilt
IA MESSAGE
To the Class of 1939:
To you comes a distinguished honor, that of being graduated
from Framingham in her centennial year. It is an honor which
obviously can be shared by no other class.
For a long time in anticipation of this great event, you have
been steeped in the history and the glorious tradition of Framing-
ham. You have become aware of the splendid contribution made
to state, to county, nay, even to the world by those who have
gone forth from our college during her first hundred years of
existence.
And now you are to take your place in that long procession.
Inspired by the accomplishments of those who have gone on
before, strengthened and encouraged by the power and self-
confidence that you have developed during your years at
Framingham, may you too go forth, strong in the determination
to live up to her ideals, to add new glory—new lustre to her
name. And may you ever keep before you the exhortation of
our first great leader
—
Live To The Truth.
MARTIN F. O'CONNOR
President of the State Teachers
Cc it Follege a rramingnamhe
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WELCOME
TO MR. JAMES B. SULLIVAN
Framingham State Teachers College extends to you,
Mr. Sullivan, a warm welcome, with a wish that you will
find happiness in and will learn to love our "college on
the hill."
1939
IOUR COLLEGE
THE FIRST STATE NORMAL IN AMERICA
One hundred years ago, on July 3, 1839, the Framingham State Teachers
College was opened at Lexington, Massachusetts—the First State Normal
School in America. It, with its two younger sister schools—the Westfield and
Bridgewater State Teachers Colleges—formed the nucleus of an educational
experiment in teacher preparation initiated by the state Legislature in 1839
under the direction of Horace Mann, Secretary of the first Board of Education
in Massachusetts. Private contributions of money, buildings, and material,
especially the generous gift of $10,000 by Boston's rich merchant, Edmund
Dwight, which challenged the Legislature to a like appropriation, made possible
the three-year effort to demonstrate what a school directed solely to the pur-
pose of the preparation of elementary school teachers could accomplish toward
raising the standard of elementary education in the state.
This effort to improve the common schools was greatly needed. Through-
out the United States elementary public education was receiving little attention.
Illiteracy of the people was rapidly increasing. The well-to-do sent their
children to private schools and very grudgingly and meagrely supported the
"common schools''—the schools for the children of those too poor to pay the
small fees of the private schools. The school houses were mere hovels,'' and
the teachers were for the most part ill-prepared and ill-fitted for their work.
But men like James Gordon Carter and Charles Brooks of Massachusetts,
Thomas Gallaudet and Henry Barnard of Connecticut, aided by Horace Mann,
dynamic leader of them all, were successful in their demand for the reform of
the common schools and the preparation of teachers fitted for their task.
Cyrus Peirce, the able schoolmaster from Nantucket, who became the
principal of the First State Normal School in America, and his group of stu-
dents—three on that first stormy day of July 3, 1839, twenty-one within a few
weeks—made of this first experimental state school in teacher-training a brilliant
success. His graduates, imbued with his zeal and untiring effort, were so
well-prepared for their teaching in the public schools that there was no possi-
bility of the failure of the experiment in teacher-training. Cyrus Peirce himself
said, "I would rather die than fail."
It was Cyrus Peirce who, by his frequent admonitions to his pupils at the
close of the day to live to the truth, gave to the school its motto: "LIVE TO
THE TRUTH." When George B. Emerson, a member of the Board of Education,
presented the school its first seal at the dedication of its new home in Framing-
ham in 1853, he incorporated this motto in the seal. This original seal is now
the nucleus of the college seal.
JbEXINGTON 1839
HIS
THE FIRST NORMAL SCHOOL IN AMERICA
The prominent feature of the State Normal or State Teacher College
system is the excellent opportunity provided for an extended period of obser-
vation and practice teaching of school children in the Training Schools. These
Training Schools are an integral, indispensable part of the system.
Until 1898 this first State Normal School at Framingham prepared many of
its students in its four-year course for teaching in high schools and others in its
two-year course for teaching in the elementary grades. Indeed, it was difficult
to supply the ever increasing demand for trained teachers. In 1898 the High
School Teacher Preparatory Course was shortened to a one-year course for
the professional training of liberal arts college graduates only, for by this time
there were many private institutions for the higher education of women.
In this same year, 1898, the State of Massachusetts instituted another
type of teacher-preparation in its First Normal School. The Mary Hemenway
School of Household Arts, the first school in the United States for the training
of teachers of cookery and sewing, originally established in Boston by Mrs.
Augustus Hemenway, 1887, was incorporated as part of the State Normal
School at Framingham.
Again, in 1919, a third department was added to the Framingham State
Normal School, The Vocational Teacher-Training Course established under
the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 by the Federal Board for Vocational Education
in Household Arts.
Thus the State Normal School at Framingham, which by Legislative Act in
1932 became a State Teachers College, today consists of three schools, each
awarding the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education for satisfactory
completion of its studies:
The Elementary School, preparing public school teachers for the first six
grades.
The Household Arts School, preparing teachers of foods and clothing,
also dietitians, and institutional managers.
The Vocational Teacher-Training School, preparing teachers of Home-
making for Vocational Schools and Vocational Departments of Household
Arts in High Schools.
The Graduates of these three schools of the Framingham State Teachers
College have filled in competent fashion the various positions of teachers and
principals of elementary schools, of supervisors and teachers of household
arts, and even of teachers and professors in colleges and private schools.
Indeed, some are nationally known for their work.
Framingham and its sister normal schools and teachers colleges have
answered in a steadily progressive manner the challenge of their first century
of existence. It is incumbent upon the graduates of the Centennial Year to
carry on the high traditions of Framingham in splendid service for the state,
both as teachers and citizens in this Commonwealth.
Miss Louie G. Ramsdell.
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MARTIN FRANCIS O'CONNOR
Horace Mann Hall, Framingham
President
A.B., Boston College, 1913.
Ed.M., Harvard University, 1927.
Instructor—Rindge Technical School, Cambridge, 1914-1921.
Master— Roberts School, Cambridge, 1921-1936.
Director—Evening School Division, Cambridge, 1926-1936.
Lecturer in Elementary School Administration, 1934-1936
—
Boston College.
Former President—Massachusetts Teachers Federation.
Life member—National Education Association.
EDITH A. SAVAGE
State Street, Framingham
Dean
Teacher and Social Worker at Welcome House and Tolitha
Cumi House—welfare agencies in Boston; Diploma, State
Teachers College at Framingham,- Certificate for Institutional
Management from Simmons College; B.S. in Education from
Boston University; Teacher of grades in Agawam, Medfield
and Boston; Training teacher at Spellman College in Atlanta,
Georgia; Director of Children's Home in Manchester, N. H.;
House Director of Y. W. C. A. in Holyoke, Mass.
"There is only one real failure possible, and that is, not to
be true to the best one knows."
FLORENCE E. AMIDON
29 Pleasant Street, Framingham
Junior and Senior Clothing, Textiles, Historic Textiles
Teacher of Clothing, Newton Vocational High School,
Newtonville, and in Women's Educational and Industrial
Union, Boston.
"It would be well for us all, old and young, to remember
that our words and actions, ay, and our thoughts also, are set
upon never-stopping wheels, rolling on and on unto the
pathway of eternity."
—Brewster.
SARA M. ARMSTRONG
Pleasant Street, Framingham
Psychology
A.B., Tufts College; A.M., Columbia University.
"You who try to build so carefully,
Beware!
Take care!
One flare
Of insincerity destroys the whole."
—Mary Cummings Eudy.
CATHERINE A. BROSNAN
16 Rittenhouse Road, Worcester
Clothing and Textiles 2 (Sophomore clothing)
Clothing and Textiles 9 (Children's clothing)
B.S in Education, 1937, Framingham State Teachers College.
The Value of a Friend
"So long as we love, we serve; so long as we are loved by
others I would almost say that we are indispensable,- and no
man is useless while he has a friend."
—Robert Louis Stevenson.
IJIIt
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MURIEL CABOT BUCKLEY
1 1 Orchard Street, Belmont
Clothing and Textiles Department, Elementary Clothing,
Appreciation and Economics of Clothing,
Historic Textiles
Graduate, Framingham State Teachers College,- B.S., Columbia
University; Summer Session, Harvard University,- Summer
Session, Cornell University.
'It is well to think wel it is divine to act well."
—Horace Mann.
RUTH H. CARTER
1 3 Clyde Road, Watertown
Reading Methods, English, American Literature,
Current Literature
State Normal School Framingham,- B.S. in Education, Boston
University,- Summer Session, Columbia, Harvard, Boston Uni-
versity, London University,- M.E., Boston University.
"What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: 'tis
dearness only that gives everything its value. Heaven knows
how to put a proper price upon its goods,- and it would be
strange indeed, if so celestial an article as Freedom should
not be highly rated." from "The American Crisis"
Thomas Paine, 1776.
ELEANOR F. CHASE
45 Highland Street, Amesbury
Chemistry
B.S.,-Massachusetts State College,- M.S., Massachusetts State
College,- Ph.D., Columbia University.
"It is not what he has, nor even what he does, which
directly expresses the worth of a man, but what he is."
—Amiel.
MILLICENT M. COSS
164 State Street, Framingham
Clothing and Textiles, Household Arts Education
A.B., Indiana University; B.S., M.A., Columbia University.
"Would any man be strong, let him work; or wise, let him
observe and think; or happy, let him help; or influential, let
him sacrifice and serve."
—John Ruskin.
SARAH S. CUMMINGS
35 Cambridge Road, Woburn
History
A.B., Colby College, 1907; M.A., Boston University, 1936.
"The Philosopher, if the whole world flattered him, would
not be affected thereby; nor if the whole world blamed him,
would he lose faith in himself."
—Kwang Tze.
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CHARLES E. DONER
Reading, Mass.
Handwriting
Diploma, Zanerian College, Columbus, Ohio,- Commercial
Course, Spencerian Commercial College, Cleveland, Ohio.
"One achieves much more with patience than with force."
STUART B. FOSTER
1 Maynard Road, Framingham
Chemistry
B.S., Massachusetts State College, 1914; Assistant Chemist,
McClure Laboratories, Westfield, Mass., 1915-1917; Lieu-
tenant, Sanitary Corps, American Expeditionary Forces, 1917-
1919,- A.M., 1921, Ph.D., 1925, Columbia University; Mem-
ber, American Chemical Society; New England Association
of Chemistry Teachers.
"The greatest undeveloped territory in the world lies just
under your hat."
—Anon.
LUCILLE G. FRENCH
50 Jackson Road, West Medford
Head of Household Arts Department
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; Special Diploma
in Supervision of Household Arts and M.A., Teachers,
Columbia University; Assistant in Science, Framingham Normal
School; Instructor in Foods, Teachers College,- Director of
Foods and Nutrition, James Milliken University, Decatur,
Illinois; Instructor of Foods, Pine Manor Junior College,
Wellesley. Began teaching at Framingham in 1922.
"Life is short—too short to get everything. Choose you
must, and as you choose, choose only the best,— in friends, in
books, in recreation, in everything."
—Anon.
GRACE BROWN GARDNER
53 Milk Street, Nantucket
Biology, Microbiology, Nature Study
Diploma, State Normal School at Bridgewater,- A.B., Cornell
University; A.M., Brown University; Primary Schools, New
Bedford; Harrington Normal School, New Bedford; Head of
Department of Biology,- B.M.C., Durfee High School, Fall
River.
"According to the Chinese philosopher Lin Yutang, the
aim of education or culture is merely the development of good
taste in knowledge and good form in conduct. The cultured
man or the ideal educated man is not necessarily one who is
well read or learned, but one who likes and dislikes the right
things."
MAUD B. GERRITSON
9 Church Street, Framingham
English Composition, Literature
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham,- B.S. and A.M.,
Teachers College, Columbia University,- A.M., Wellesley
College.
"Yea, the light of Truth and the flame of Beauty may flicker
and grow dim, but verily shall they not pass from the face of
the earth."
EDWARD F. GILDAY, JR.
Franklin Street, Framingham
Music
Holy Cross College,- New York University, B.S.; New York
University, M.A.; Westminster Choir Summer School; Director
of Music, Public Schools, Holyoke, Mass.; Director Com-
munity Choral Society of Holyoke, Mass.; Director Com-
munity Choral Society of Framingham,- Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
"The greatest appreciation is participation."
CORINNE E. HALL
16 Linder Terrace, Newton
Household Administration and Practice Teaching
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham,- A.M., Teachers
College, and Special Diploma in Household Arts, Columbia
University; University of California; Supervisor of Home
Economics, Danbury, Conn.; Teacher of Foods, New York
City; Manual Training High School, Denver University, and
Massachusetts State College, Amherst.
"Have a purpose in life and having it throw intoyourwork
such strength of mind and muscle as God has given you."
—Carlyle.
EMMA A. HUNT
30 Henry Street, Framingham
Physiology and Hygiene, School Health Education,
General Science, Mathematics
A.B., Wellesley College, 1914; M.A., Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1925; Courses, M.A.C., Boston Uni-
versity, Alleghany School of Natural History, New Hamp-
shire Nature Camp. Assistant Biology, State Normal School,
Framingham, 1914-1915; Teacher Biology, General Science,
Geometry, Framingham High School, 1915-1920; Member
New England Health Education Association, American Public
Health Association, National Education Association.
"If it is fear you would dispel, the seat of that fear is in
your heart and not in the hand of the feared."
— Kahlil Gibran.
LOUISE KINGMAN
Wellesley, Mass.
Speech, Physical Education, Dramatics
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; Rice School of the
Theatre, Oak Bluffs, Mass.; Leland Powers School of the
Spoken Word, Boston, Mass.; Head of Department of Dance
and Pageantry, Columbia College, Chicago.
"Practice should always be based upon a sound knowledge
of theory."
—Leonardo da Vinci.
DOROTHY LARNED
149 Highland Avenue, Winchester
French, English, Citizenship Training
A.B., Mount Holyoke, 1912; M.A., Middlebury, 1931,-
Ed.M., Harvard, 1934; Pennsylvania State,- Chateau Du
Montcel, Jouyen-Josas; Alliance Francaise, Paris; (Institut de
Phonetique), (Universite de Paris); Repetitrice L'Anglais,
Ecole Normale d'lnstitutrices d'Angers, France, 1928-1929.
"
aux ames bien nees
La valeur n'attend point le nombre des annees."
Corneille: "Le Cid."
LOU LOMBARD
29 Denwood Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland
Resident Supervisor of Vocational Household Arts
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; B.S., University
of Minnesota; Teacher of Cookery, Washington, D. C; Home
Demonstration Agent, University of Minnesota,- Instructor of
Foods in Teacher Training Department, University of Minne-
sota,- Consultant of Nutrition, Massachusetts Department of
Health.
"In life, as in whist, hope nothing from the way cards may
be dealt to you. Play the cards, whatever they be to the best
of your skill."
—Buliver.
ELIZABETH C. MacMILLAN
619 North Camden Drive, Beverly Hills, California
Lunchroom Management, Household Management, Dietetics
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; B.S., Framingham;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University,- Certificate,
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,- Assistant Dietitian, Massachu-
setts State College.
"The secret of success is constancy to purpose."
—Disraeli.
IJISI
HAZEL REUTHER NIETZOLD
303 South Street, Northampton
Assistant, Art Department
B.S., Massachusetts School of Art; Summer Session's Massachu-
setts State College, Berkshire Summer School of Art; Courses
at Boston University, Museum School of Fine Arts, Massachu-
setts School of Art Evening School, and University Extension
Courses,- Assistant Art Supervisor, Framingham,- Assistant
Art Supervisor, Weymouth.
"Make up your mind to look closely at some one beautiful
thing every day, and thus lay up for yourself a store of de-
lightful memories."
i
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LOUIE G. RAMSDELL
9 Church Street, Framingham
Geography
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; Ph.B., University
of Chicago; M.S., University of Chicago.
"Three-fold, is the marvel of existence: the intangible
glory of the human spirit, the multitudinous forms of life, and
the vast intricate universe. These three comprise all there is.
Each of us must stand in awe before them, and millions of men
bow their heads in worship of the Source."
—Gerald Wendt.
FREDERICK W. RIED
389 Newtonville Avenue, Newtonville
Graduate Massachusetts School of Art; Ex-President of
M. S. A. Alumni Association,- U. S. Shipping Board during
War; Member of Committee of Three on Organizing Public
Schools for War Service,- Charter Member of Beach Combers
of Provincetown,- Ex-President of Massachusetts Art Teachers
Association; Member of several Art Organizations; Con-
sultant on "Art in Trade" Problems.
"Fine Art is the interpretation of life at its best, without
offense to the senses."
ELLA C. RITCHIE
Framingham
Librarian
B.S., Simmons College,- Courses in Boston University.
"Progress must be the result of severe and constant struggle
rather than artificial forcing."
—Booker Washington.
ANNE ROCHEFORT
35 Salem End Road, Framingham
Education, Mathematics
B.S., Columbia University; M.A., New York University.
"The most important incentive to accomplishment in school
and in life is joy in your work, joy in its results, and the
consciousness of what those results mean for your com-
munity."
—Albert Einstein.
DEBORAH M. RUSSELL
4 Hudson Street, Worcester
Chemistry, Nutrition
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; Chief Dietitian,
Boston Floating Hospital; B.S., Teachers College, Columbia
University; A.M., Columbia University; Courses at Harvard
University, Boston University, New York University; Member,
American Chemical Society, American Association for the
Advancement of Science, New England Association of
Chemistry Teachers.
"No soul can soar too lofty whose aim
Is God-given Truth and Brother Love of man."
IJISi
MARJORIE SPARROW
1140 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill
English
A.B., Radcliffe College, 1914,- M.A., Wellesley College,
1931 ; Composition Tutor at Wellesley and Wheaton Colleges.
"Persons with any weight of character carry, like planets,
their atmospheres along with them in their orbits."
—Thomas Hardy.
"
JAMES B. SULLIVAN
86 Phillips Street, Lawrence
Biology, Bacteriology, Physics
Bachelor of Arts, Boston College, 1935,- Master of Science,
Boston College, Grad. School, 1936; Graduate Study at
Boston University and Cornell University, Summer School.
"He is a wise man who does not grieve for the thing he
has not, but rejoices for those which he has."
BERNICE W. TAYLOR
1431 Broadway, Haverhill
Physical Education
Sargent; B.S., M.A., Columbia University; Bennington School
of Dance; Boston University.
"It is not whether you win or lose that counts, it is how you
played the game."
MAY C. TURNER
75 Maynard Road, Framingham
Foods
Diploma, Stout Institute, Menomonie, Wisconsin,- B.S., M.A.,
Columbia; Diploma, Supervisor of Household Arts, Teachers
College, Columbia University; Instructor in Household Arts,
State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minnesota 1919-1927;
Instructor in Foods, State Teachers College, Buffalo, New
York, 1929-1931; Assistant Instructor in Foods, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1931-1932; Summer Sessions,
1929-1933; Assistant Critic Teacher in Home Economics,
School of Rural Education, Cornell University, 1932-1933.
"True happiness consists not in the multitude of friends,
but in their worth and choice."
—Ben Jonson.
DOROTHY E. WEEKS
9 Higgins Street, Auburndale
Foods
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham, 1919; Summer
School, State Normal School at Hyannis,- Boston University;
Massachusetts State College at Amherst; B.S., Columbia
University, 1926; Graduate Study, Columbia University,-
Teacher in Springfield High School and Newton High School.
"You give but little when you give of your possessions.
It is when you give of yourself that you truly give."
—Kahlil Gibran.
LINWOOD L. WORKMAN
17 Church Street, Framingham
Sociology, Economics, Child Study, Household Physics
A.B., Colby College, 1902; Tufts Summer School of Biology,
Harpswell, Maine, 1902; Ed.M., Graduate School of Educa-
tion, Harvard University, 1927; Instructor at Colby Academy,
Wakefield High, Watertown High; Principal of Higgins
Classical Institute, Principal of Peters High School, Southboro;
Co-author with Edward Lincoln: "Testing and the Uses of
Test Results."
"The measure of the worth of a man is his sense of social
obligation."
—Mazzini.
GENOVEFFA C. COREA
24 Atherton Avenue, Roslindale
Assistant Matron, Peirce Hall
B.S. in Education, Framingham State Teachers College,-
Dietitian, Boston Floating Hospital.
"Love Him and keep Him for thy friend, who when all go
away will not forsake thee, nor suffer thee to perish at the
last."
—Thomas A'Kempis.
uiisj
EVELYN E. KEITH
Greendale Station, Worcester
Matron, Peirce Hall, Institutional Management
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; Samaritan Hospi-
tal, Troy, New York,- Teaching, Worcester; Dietitian Melrose
Hospital; Somerville Hospital; Morton Hospital, Taunton,-
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital, Concord, N. H.
"Whenever I have found out that I have blundered, and
when I have been contemptuously criticised, and even when
I have been over praised, it has been my greatest comfort to
say to myself, 'I have worked as hard and as well as I could
and no man can do more than this.'
—Darwin.
FLORENCE I. ROBBINS, R.N.
1 20 Main Street, Avon
Resident Nurse, Instructor of Home Hygiene and
Care of Sick
Diploma, Framingham Hospital.
"A well-ordered life is like climbing a tower,- the view
half way up is better than the view from the base, and it
steadily becomes finer as the horizon expands. Herein lies
the real value of education."
—William Lyon Phelps.
ANNIE L. D. SWAN
Matron, Horace Mann Hall
Diploma, Posse School of Physical Education.
"I think about God,
Yet I talk of small matters.
Now isn't it odd
How my idle tongue chatters!
Of quarrelsome neighbors,
Fine weather and rain,
Indifferent labors,
Indifferent pain,
Some trivial style
Fashion shifts with a nod
And yet all the while
I am thinking of God."
MRS. ELEANOR BOWES
Webster Street
Framingham
Senior Clerk
MRS. CHARLES DICKINSON
1063 Worcester Road
Framingham
Junior Clerk
MILDRED J. IVASKA
87 Pritchard Avenue
West Somerville
Principal Clerk
IJIII
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CENTENNIAL
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Class Advisor
Honorary Class Member
DF 1939
LASS OFFICERS
Charlotte Sherrill
Jeanette Palmer
Emma Nelson
Elvie Pease
Miss Dorothy Lamed
Miss Hazel R. Nietzold
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PAULA V. AHTIO Peela
119 Graham Street, Gardner
November 16
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); International Night (3);
International Night (2); International Night Refreshments (4);
Gate Post, Assistant Circulating Manager (2); Special Re-
porter (4).
"Dependable, helpful, busy all day,
Talking and laughing along the way,
A friend and pal so good and true,
'Tis hard to find another like you."
REBECCA E. BARTLETT Becky
92 Coburn Avenue, Worcester
September 20
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Finance Chairman (3).
"In quietness and confidence shall be your strength."
E. EDWINA BRYANT
56 Windsor Street, Boston
July 13
General
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Choir (3, 4); Home Economics Club
(2, 3).
"Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast, to soften
rocks, or bind a knotted oak."
MARY VIRGINIA BURKETT Ginny
83 Hawthorne Street, East Weymouth
February 26
General
Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Choir (3, 4) ; A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Fine Arts Club(1, 2, 3, 4); Senior Playlet (1 ),-Ticket Chairman
Fine Arts Play (1); Prompter Fine Arts Play (1); Usher Fine
Arts Play (2, 3); Ballroom Chairman A'Kempis Formal (4);
Corridor Councilor (2); May Day (2); Class Song Leader (4);
Class Will (4); Christmas Play (4); Chairman Judges Committee
Centennial Ball,- Pageant Casting Committee (4); Art Ex-
hibition Committee (4).
"She had withal a merry wit
And was not shy of using it."
CAROLYN ELIZABETH CARLISLE Betty
167 Warren Avenue, Wollaston
June 25
Nutrition
A. A. (1, 2, 4) ; Yale Hockey (1, 3); Y. W. C. A. (4) ; Peace
Commission Chairman (4); Chairman Library Council (4);
Senior Book Club (4); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3, 4); Student Co-
operative (4); May Day Committee (2).
"It is a good divine that follows his own instructions."
HELENE ELIZABETH CARROLL
430 Virginia Street, Springfield
March 5
Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1), Fine Arts Play (1),
Senior Play (1); Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Gate Post (2, 3, 4),
Editor (4), Dance Committee (2, 3); Tennis (1, 2), Doubles
Champion (2); Yale Basketball (1, 2, 3), Harvard-Yale Com-
mittee (2); Co-Chairman Publications Dance (4); Student
Government Dance Committee (3); Choir (3); Class Day
Committee (3); Dial Committee (3, 4); M. S. T. C. P. President.
"He is a strong man who can hold down his opinion."
IJIIt
RUTH ELIZABETH CHAFFIN
21 Brighton Road, Worcester
October 1
Nutrition
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Choir (3, 4),- A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4): Home
Economics Club (4); Chairman Scenery Committee May Day
(2),- Yale Basketball Sub (1, 3); Yale Banquet Chairman (4);
Quiet and Order Committee (4); Class Division Basketball
Captain (2).
"Inner sunshine warms not only the heart of the owner,
but all who come in contact with it."
LOIS CHOUINARD
B Street, Hopkinton
February 1 8
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Yale Basketball (4) ; May
Day Casting Committee; Stunt Night (2, 3).
"Discretion of speech is more than eloquence."
BERNICE ELIZABETH COTE Bernie
Oak Street, Grafton
August 8
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1); Chemistry Council (2); Com-
muters' Council (1).
"There is a majestic grandeur in tranquility."
ARLINE CROWN
Main Street, Wameset
October 1
General
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2, 4);
Secretary Peirce Hall (1); Student Government Dance Com-
mittee (4),- Yale Costume Committee (4),- Verse Choir (1, 2).
"Attempt the end, and never stand to doubt,-
Nothing is so hard but search will find it out."
RITA C. DANAHY
Cedar Street, Hopkinton
April 5
RiRi
G« i\
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 3, 4); Harvard Basketball (3);
Home Economics Club (4); Commuters' Council (2); Library
Council (2); May Day Committee (2); International Night (3);
Stunt Night (2, 3); Senior Prom, Committee Chairman.
"Nothing is more friendly to a man than a friend in need."
ilia
RUTH DICKINSON Dicky
1063 Worcester Road, Framinsham
April 1
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
May Day (2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3),- Class and Club Treasurer;
Evening Forum (1); Noon Forum, (4).
"Fearless minds climb soonest into crowns."
LEAH M. DUNTON Lee
19 Grove Street, Milford
October 9
General
Home Economics Club (1,2, 3, 4); A'Kempis Club(1,2, 3, 4).
"A faithful friend is better than gold, a medicine for
misery."
GLORIA C. EGGERS Glo
11 Hampshire Road, Framingham
June 5
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3) ; Home Economics Club
(4); May Day Committee (2); Stunt Night (2, 3).
"A helping hand she is ready to lend
To anyone, especially a friend."
MABEL ARNOLD FISKE Pete
1 8 Vine Street, Manchester
April 10
General
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Board (4); Harvard-Yale Decorations
Committee (4); Harvard Basketball (3, 4); Class Basketball
(1, 2, 3, 4); Class Volley ball (1, 2), Captain (1); Tenniquoit
and Badminton Manager (4); Glee Club (1, 2),- Junior Prom
Decorating Committee (3); Senior Pageant Scenery Com-
mittee (4); Quiet and Order Committee (4); Corridor Coun-
cilor (3); May Day Scenery (2); Class Prophecy Committee (4).
"Happy am I; from care I'm free;
Why aren't they all content like me?"
DOROTHY E. FULLER Dotti*
North Tewksbery
September 24
Nutrition
Home Economics (1); Fine Arts (3).
"Lovely to look at, jolly to laugh with, firm to depend on."
IRENE MARIE GOLDEN Goldie
177 Sandwich Street, Plymouth
October 1
6
General
Harvard Hockey (2, 3, 4); Class Hockey (4); Corridor Coun-
cilor (1, 3, 4),- Christmas Basket (3); Fine Arts (1),- A'Kempis
(1, 2, 3, 4),- A. A. (3, 4),- Modern Dance (2, 4).
"Better to be small and shine than great and cast a shadow."
ELEANOR GOLDTHWAITE Ellie
Pleasant Street, Dunstable
June 4
Nutrition
Commuters' Council (4); Fine Arts Club (1); Musical Clubs
(D.
"It is by vivacity and wit that man shines in company."
Il|9j
MARGARET L. GRAY
Ash Street, Hopkinton
June 26
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 2) ; Home Economics Club
(4) ; May Day Committee (2); Stunt Night (2, 3).
'An agreeable companion on a journey is as good as a
carriage."
LUCILLE M. GUARAGNA
35 Van Winkle Street, Dorchester
December 1 5
Lucy
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4),-
Noon Forum (1, 2); Evening Forum (3, 4); May Day (2).
"Persuasive speech, and more persuasive sighs, silence that
spoke, and eloquence of eyes."
GERTRUDE EVELYN HAAS Gert
June 8
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (3); International Night,- Decoration
Committee Chairman (3); May Day (2, 3); Evening Forum
(1, 2, 3, 4), Council (3) ; V. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Freshman
Representative (1); Cabinet (2), Treasurer (3), Vice President
(4); General Committee of Student Christian Movement in
N. E.; Corridor Councilor (3); Class Day (4).
"Thought will not work except in silence."
ALICE HANLEY
71 Coburn Avenue, Worcester
September 1 2
Shrimp
G« il
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (1, 2); May Day (2);
Evening Forum (1, 2, 3, 4); Commuters' Council (2, 3); Stunt
Night (1,2, 3).
"The true measure of life is not length, but honesty."
ALMA M. HERSEY Al
Box 435, Hopedale
July 8
Nutrition
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4)
;
Secretary (3); Social Action Chair-
man (4),- Fine Arts (1, 2),- Play Committee (2); Corridor
Councilor (2, 3).
"Coolness and absence of heat and haste indicate fine
qualities."
MARY MARGARET HIGGINS Molly
200 Walnut Street, Holyoke
June 1
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4), Treasurer (2), Federation Delegate (3),
Vice President, (4), Communion Breakfast Committee (1, 4);
Chairman Communion Breakfast (3), Dance Publicity Chairman
(3); Home Economics (2, 3, 4); Treasurer (3); International
Night (1, 3); A. A. (2, 3); Chairman Theatre Party (4); May
Day (2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3, 4); Student Co-operative Dance
Committee (1); Chairman of Decorations (4).
"Very good-hearted, loving and kind
A truer friend you'll never find."
lilt
ALICE GERTRUDE HORGAN Al
185 Highland Street, Worcester
September 20
Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, A), Yale Hockey
(1, 2, 3, 4); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Captain (4); Class
Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Dial Humor Editor; Senior Book Club
Chairman; Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); May Day (2); Tennis (1, 2);
Fine Arts (4); Junior Prom Refreshment Committee (3); Chair-
man Orchestra Committee Senior Prom.
"The surest guard of
friends."
success is not armies or treasures, but
THELMA C. JARISCH Thel
118 Fountain Street, Springfield
January 28
Fine Arts Club (1, 2); Prompter (1); Home Economics Club
(3, 4); Glee Club (1, 2, 3), Vice President (3); Junior, Senior
Choir (3); Refreshment Chairman Freshman Tea (1); Senior
Play (1); Class Treasurer (2); Usher Junior Prom (2); Inter-
national Night, Usher Chairman (3),- Junior Prom General
Chairman (3); Baccalaureate Usher (2, 3); Gate Post Adver-
tising Manager (3, 4); Chairman Daisy Chain (4); Dial As-
sistant Business Manager (4).
"She's what she is, what better report?
A girl, a student, a friend—a good sport."
EDITH SYLVIA JOLIKKO Edit
6 Iquam Road, Rockport
June 28
Nutrition
Faculty Editor Gate Post; Dial Art Editor; Orchestral (1),- Fine
Arts Club (1), Publicity Manager (2); Scenery Chairman Fine
Arts Play (2); Chairman Christmas Basket Committee; Corridor
Councilor (1, 3); Stunt Night (2); May Day Scenery Com-
mittee (2); Chairman Decorations Junior Prom; Chairman
Scenery for Senior Pageant; Chairman Harvard-Yale Decora-
tions (4); A. A. (4); Christmas Decorations Committee (4).
"Many persons feel art, some understand it;
but few both feel and understand it."
FLORENCE BATEMAN KELLOGG
34 Cleveland Street, Arlington
October 29
General
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4), Fine Arts Play (1),- Refreshment Com-
mittee Junior Prom,- Casting Committee Senior Pageant.
"True wit is nature to advantage dressed
What oft was thought, but n'ere so well expressed."
MARY VIRGINIA KERRIGAN Ginnie
781 Hanover Street, Fall River
January 14
Nutrition
Gate Post Staff (2, 3, 4) ; Faculty Editor (2, 3), Make-up
Editor (3, 4), Dance Committee (3); May Day (2); Class Day
(4); Senior Pageant Committee (4); Current Events,- Fine Arts
(2, 3, 4); Treasurer (3); Home Economics (1); A'Kempis
(1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (2, 3, 4); Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Cap-
tain (2) ; Harvard Hockey (3, 4) ; Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Class
Baseball (2); Bowling (2, 3, 4) ; Badminton (3, 4); Tenniquoit
(2, 3, 4); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); Committee (1); Harvard-Yale
Committee (1, 2); Chairman Harvard-Yale Costumes (4);
Harvard Head Cheer Leader (3); Glee Club (3),- Volleyball
(1,2).
"Make the most of life you may,-
Life is short and wears away."
MARGUERITE BEATRICE KNIGHT Peggy
364 Lincoln Street, Marlboro
November 21
General
Home Economics Club (3, 4); International Night (3); Fine
Arts (1); Glee Club (3, 4),- Choir (3),- Quiet and Order
Committee (2),- May Day (2),- Stunt Night (1, 2, 3).
"It is tranquil people who accomplish much."
WM
CONSTANCE ELIZABETH LEWIS Connie
21 Queen Street, Falmouth
October 3
Nutrition
Gate Post Staff (1) ; Evening Forum (1); Home Economics
(1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2): Verse Choir (1); Posture Scout
(3),- Posture Assembly (3) ; May Day (2).
'Amiability shines by it's own light."
MARGARET T. LOVETT
79 Main Street, Hatfield
March 1
3
Mis
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (2, 3, 4); May Day Com-
mittee (2); Stunt Night Committee (1, 2, 3); Harvard Toast-
mistress (3); Gate Post Staff (2, 3, 4); Junior Prom Committee
(3) ; Dial Write-up (2, 3); Pageant Committee (4),- Class Will
(4).
"To write well is to have, at the same time, mind, soul,
taste."
CAROLYN ALICE LUCE
200 South Street, Dalton
July 2
General
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Librarian (3); Choir (3, A), Home
Economics (1, 2, 3, 4); Program Chairman (4); Chairman
Costume Committee May Day (2); Chairman Refreshment Com-
mittee International Night (3); Chairman Patrons Junior Prom
(3); Gate Post Staff (3, 4); Class Day and Graduation Usher (3).
"Her ways are ways of pleasantness and all her paths are
peace."
RUTH MARY LUDLOW
August 11
Ruthi
Home Economics (3, 4); Modern Dance (3); Decoration
Committee Mock Man Dance (3); Stunt Night (3); Peirce Hall
Vice President (4).
"He is a friend who aids in deeds when deeds are neces-
sary."
DOROTHY ELIZABETH LYFORD Dottie
Sturbridge Road, Spencer
May 9
General
Commuters' Association (1, 2); A. A. (1, 2); Home Eco-
nomics (1, 2, 3, 4); Scenery Committee Pageant (4).
"Opinion crowns with an imperial voice."
MARGARET MARY McDONOUGH "Mag 1
14 Highland Street, Lowell
September 16
General
Home Economics (3, 4); Stunt Show (3); A'Kempis Club
(3, 4); International Night (3).
"It is better to be faithful than famous."
una
LOUISE MclLVENE
289 Middle Street, Braintree
May 31
Nutrition
Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Choir (3); Chemistry Council (1, 2),
Vice-President (3), President (4); Junior Prom Usher (2);
Chairman May Day Pageant Committee (2); Business Manager
of Dial (4); Home Economics (4).
"They can conquer who think they can."
LODEMA A. MERRILL
Francis Street, Lunenburg
January 1 3
General
Library Council; Chemistry Council; Home Economics.
"Tranquillity consisteth in a steadiness of the mind.
Lody
MARION NOURSE Sooky
Sterling Junction
June 23
General
Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4); Evening Forum (1, 4);
y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4); Stunt Night (2); Book Club (4); May
Day (2); Photography Group (4).
"The generous heart scorns a pleasure which gives others
pain."
MARGARET O'CONNOR Peg gy
1 1 Beechmont Street, Worcester
October 16
Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2. 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2, 4); Home Economics
Club (4).
"Vivacity is the health of the spirit."
PHYLLIS ORAM Phyl
45 Kenneth Street, West Roxbury
September 21
Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); May Day (2); Stunt Ni g ht (1, 2, 3, 4);
Junior Prom Refreshment Committee,- Fine Arts (4); Class Will
Committee,- Senior Pageant, Costume Committee, Casting
Committee,- Senior Prom Favor Committee.
"Do what you consider right, whatever people think of it;
despise its censure and its praise."
LOUISE OSBORNE
271 Lowell Street, Peabody
January 1 8
General
Corridor Councilor (1) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2), Secretary (2);
Class Vice-President (1, 3),- Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4);
Secretary (2), Vice-President (3), President (4),- Orchestra
(1, 2, 3, 4), Glee Club (1, 2); Handbook Committee (1),-
May Day (1, 2); Parents' Day (1), Chairman International
Night Class Day (1, 3, 4),- Graduation Usher (3); Senior Prom
Usher (3); Stunt Night (1, 2); Junior Prom Usher (2),- Building
Committee (3, 4),- Class and Club Council (4); Harvard Yale
Committee (2),- Modern Dance (2).
"Dependable, helpful, busy all day,
Talking and laughing along the way,
A friend and a pal so good and true
'Tis hard to find another like you."
IJIS3
JEANNETTE PALMER Jimmy
74 Commodore Road, Worcester
Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1, 2); Y. W. C. A.
(2); Freshman Tea Committee,- Class Secretary (2); May Day
(1, 2); International Night (2, 3); Usher, Junior Prom (2),-
Baccalaureate (3); Class Day (3),- Graduation (3); Student
Government Dance Committee (2); Class Representative Stu-
dent Co-operative (3, 4),- Junior Prom Committee (3); Vice-
President of Class (4); General Chairman Rings and Pins (4);
General Chairman Class Day (4); Student Alumnae Building
Fund Committee (4),- Student Bridge Party (4).
"Sincerity and truth ere the basis of every virtue."
BEATRICE D. PARMENTER Chubbie
9 Front Street, Marlboro
June 30
Nutrition
Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1) ; V. W. C. A. (2);
Christmas Basket (3); Student Co-operative Dance Committee
(4).
"Life is to be fortified by many friendships. To love and
to be loved is the greatest Happiness of existence."
PHYLLIS FRANCES PHELAN
Pine Swamp Road, Ipswich
June 25
Phil
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Harvard Hockey
(1, 2, 3, 4); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Division Hockey (1, 2),-
Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Division Team (1, 2); Volley
Ball (2, 4); Division Team (1, 2); Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4),- Class
Team (1, 2, 3, 4); Bowling and Ping Pong Manager (4),-
Tenniquoit (2, 3, 4); Stunt Show (1, 2, 3), Committee (3);
Current Events (1), Corridor Councilor (2, 3); May Day (2).
"Our greatest glory is not in never falling but in rising
every time we fall.
ELEANOR PIKE Ellie, Pikic
40 Cranberry Road, Weymouth
July 19
General
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4), Harvard Hockey (1, 2, 3), Class Hockey
(1, 2), Archery (1, 2), Modern Dance (1, 2); V. W. C. A.
(1, 2); Glee Club (3); Home Economics (4).
"To doubt is safer than to be secure."
VIRGINIA TOWER PINSON Ginnie
823 Market Street, Rockland
December 2
Nutrition
y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics (1, 2, 3, A);
Corridor Councilor (3); May Day (2); Stunt Ni g ht (2, 3);
Current Events (1, 2).
"To thoroughly achieve she attempts thoroughly."
una
CLAIRE RADOVSKY
1316 Highland Avenue, Fall River
June 25
General
y. W. C. A. (1, 2); Home Economics (2, 3, 4); Harvard
Banquet Chairman (3); Junior Prom Committee (3); Quiet and
Order Committee (3); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3).
"A keen wit, a wise look, an answer for everything."
ELIZABETH SEELEY Beth
23 Bowditch Road, Jamaica Plain
June 1 7
Nutrition
May Day (2); Stunt Ni g ht (1, 2, 3, A), Junior Prom Refresh-
ment Committee; Fine Arts (4); Class History Committee.
'And wit that ever loved to play."
CHARLOTTE MAY SHERRILL Chucky
16 Downing Street, Brookline
February 1
Nutrition
Corridor Councilor (1); Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A.
(1, 2),- Fine Arts (1); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3) ; Dance Group
(1, 2); May Day (1, 2); General Chairman (2); Co-Chairman
H-Y Costume Committee (2); Chairman Tickets International
Night (1), Current Events Group (1); Class Secretary (1);
Class President (2, 3, 4); Student Council (2, 3, 4); Class and
Club Council (2, 3, 4); Student Co-operative Dance Chair-
man, Refreshments (2); Orchestra (3),- Chairman Christmas
Basket (2); Junior Prom Usher (2),- Senior Prom Usher (3);
Baccalaureate Usher (3); Graduation Usher (3); Class Day
Usher (3); Alumni Editor Gate Post (4); Student Government
Representative to N. E. Teachers' Conference (2, 3); Dele-
gate to New York Conference (4).
"The best prophet of the future is the past."
MARJORIE SMITH
9 Fruit Street, Milford
November 10
Marge
Nutrition
Home Economics (3, 4); Glee Club (4); May Day (2); Stunt
Night (2) ; Fine Arts, (1).
"Her voice was ever soft, gentle, and low; an excellent
thing in woman."
ROSEMARY JOAN SMITH Joan
Box 126, Holmes Road, Pittsfield
September 10
Nutrition
Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4); Y. W. C A. (1, 2, 3, A),
Chemistry Council, (1).
"Words are easy like the wind
Faithful friends are hard to find."
SHIRLEY JANE SMITH
Chilmark, Martha's Vineyard
March 3
General
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Choir (3, 4); Home Economics (1, 2,
3, 4); Quiet and Order Committee (3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3);
Fine Arts (1 , 2); Verse Choir (1 , 2, 3, 4); Pageant Committee
(4); Modern Dance (1, 2); Gate Post (1),- Parents' Day Com-
mittee (1).
"Happiness is a good that nature sells us."
ll$S
EDITH CECELIA STOTT
430 North Main Street, Andover
August 31
Nutrition
Fine Arts Club (1); Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4).
"Her talents were of the more silent class.'
RUTH EILEEN TEAHAN
57 Nonotuck Street, Holyoke
May 30
Class and Club Council (4); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4), President
(4), Treasurer (3), Chairman Program Committee A'Kempis
Formal (3); Communion Breakfast Committee (2, 3), General
Chairman Communion Breakfast (2, 3); Home Economics
(1, 2, 3, 4); International Night Chairman (2, 3); Posture
Council President (3); A. A. (2, 3); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3);
Chairman (1, 2, 3); May Day (1, 2),- Junior Prom Chairman
of Programs,- Evening Forum (1).
"Happiness and virtue rest in each other,-
The best are not only the happiest but the happiest are
usually the best."
ESTHER WAITZ Etsa
Boston Road, Billerica
January 12
General
Home Economics (1, 4),- May Day (2); Grounds Committee
(2); Stunt Night (1, 2); Graduation Usher (3); Usher Com-
mittee (4); Student Government Orchestra Committee (4).
"He who receives a good turn should never forget it:
he who does one should never remember it."
KATHERINE NEWCOMBE WEEKS Kaye
Williams Avenue, Barre
June 14
Nutrition
Fine Arts Club (1, 2); Modern Dance (1),- Home Economics
(2, 3, 4); Evening Forum (3, 4), Leader (3),- V. W. C. A. (3);
May Day (2),- Stunt Night, (2).
"A good heart, benevolent feelings, and a balanced mind,
lie at the foundation of character."
ELEANOR D. WHITE Skip
Acushnet Station, New Bedford
February 1 2
General
Chemistry Council (3); A. A. (1, 2, 4) ; Home Economics (1);
Fine Arts (1, 2); V. W. C. A. (3); Chairman May Day Chapel
(2); Junior Prom Decorations Committee (3); Judiciary Board
(4); Quiet and Order Committee (4); House President (4);
Student Government (4); Scenery Committee Senior Pageant;
Handbook Committee (4).
Tis something to be willing to commend;
But my best praise is that I am your friend.''
JEAN WHITE
9 Hancock Street, Auburndale
October 1
8
Stunt Night (1, 2); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 4), Cabinet (1); Home
Economics (1, 2, 3, 4), Secretary (3); A. A. (2 ; 3); Class
Treasurer (2); Student Co-operative, 2nd Vice-President (4);
Class and Club President (4) May Day (1, 2); International
Night (2, 3); Modern Dance (1, 2, 3, 4); Senior Prom Usher
(3); Class Day Usher (2, 3); Biennial Usher (2); Graduation
Usher (3); Corridor Councilor (3); Evening Forum (1);
Chemistry Council (1, 2); Class Day (4).
"Blessed are they who have the gift of making friends, for
it is one of God's best gifts."
ELEANOR WHITING
56 Mill Street, Worcester
October 29
Toots
Commuters' Council (1); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); May Day (2);
Junior Prom Program Committee,- Fine Arts (1, 4).
"Friendship is a word, the very sight of which makes the
heart warm."
Ilia
CATHERINE HONOR WHITNEY Kay
48 Forest Street, North Brookfield
November 20
Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4),- Publicity Manager (3) ; Fine Arts (1) ;
Verse Choir (1),- Home Economics (4); Stunt Night (1,2, 3, 4);
Usher Fine Arts Play (2); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Yale Basketball
(1, 2, 3, 4), Captain (4) ; Class Basketball Captain, (2);
Basketball Manager (2); Class Hockey (1); H-Y Theatre
Party Chairman (4); Modern Dance (1); Riding (4).
"A man, he seems, of cheerful yesterdays and confident
tomorrows."
LOUISE WHITTEMORE Whit, Lee
47 Worcester Lane, Waltham
January 20
General
Parents' Day Committee (1); Sophomore May Day Committee
Chairman; Junior Prom Committee Chairman; Class Day Com-
mittee Co-chairman; Chapel Speakers Committee Chairman
(4); Fine Arts (1, 2); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Hockey Division
Captain (1, 2); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Harvard Hockey
(1, 2, 3, 4), Captain (3, 4); Manager Tennis (2, 4); A. A.
Board Member (1, 2, 4),- Conference Delegate (1); Volley
Ball (1, 2); Home Economics (3, 4); Stunt Night Committee (2);
Corridor Councilor (1, 2),- Tennis (1,2, 3, 4); Dial Staff (4);
Modern Dance (1, 2, 3); Chairman Christmas Decorations
Committee (4).
"Aim in perfection in everything, though in most things it
is unattainable; however, they who aim at it and persevere
will come much nearer to it than those who give it up as
unattainable."
PHYLLIS WILCOX Phyl
1 7 Nanset Road, North Weymouth
June 12
Nutrition
Student Government (2),- Vice President Peirce Hall (1),
President (2); Student Government Dance Orchestra Chair-
man; Junior Prom Orchestra Committee (3); Fine Arts (1, 2,
3, 4),- Home Economics (4); May Day (2), Usher (3), Chairman
Ushers (4); Stunt Night (1); Handbook Committee (2); Senior
Playlets (1); Corridor Councilor (3).
"Kind words are little sunbeams
That sparkle as they fall;
And loving smiles are sunbeams,
A light of joy to all."
RUTH ELIZABETH WILD
529 Walnut Street, Fall River
August 20
General
A. A. (1, 2); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4), Cabinet (2, 3, 4);
Home Economics (4); Vice-President Horace Mann (4);
Corridor Councilor (4); Library Council (1, 2); Gate Post
Staff (3, 4); May Day (2); Stunt Night (1 , 2, 3).
"Unselfish service is the final test of character."
Vocational Household Arts Uepartment
BEATRICE MILDRED AMMIDOWN Bea, Amy
28 Riverside Drive East, Dedham
April 20
General
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4), Chairman Play Reading Committee (4),
General Chairman Fine Arts Centennial Ball (A), Fine Arts
Play (3), Verse Choir (1, 2, 3); Stunt Night (2, 3), Committee
(2); Song Contest Committee (2); May Day Verse Choir
(1, 2); Noon Forum (1, 2); Ping Pong (4); Debating Society
(3); Class and Club Council (4); Co-Chairman Class Day
Pageant Publicity Committee; Chairman Centennial Ball
Assembly,- Chairman Orchestra Committee Dial Dance (4);
Editor Dial (4), Home Economics (1, 4).
"Charms strike the sight, but merit wins the soul."
utsa
1838
DOROTHEA ELECTRA CHAOUSH Dodo
28 Andrew Street, Springfield
May 30
General
Stunt Night (1, 2); International Night, (3); Fine Arts Club (4) ;
Class Day Costume Committee Co-Chairman (4); May Day (2);
Dance Committee (2); Chapel Speakers Committee (4); Class
Day, Baccalaureate, Graduation Usher (3), Student Govern-
ment Orchestra Committee (4); Modern Dance (2, 4); H-Y
Hockey Official (3, 4); Basketball (2) ; White Dress Com-
mittee Chairman (4),- Centennial Ball Program Chairman (4).
"Good taste is the modesty of the mind; that is why it
cannot be either imitated or acquired."
EVELYN MACKIE
163 Cambridge Street, Fall River
April 2
General
Home Economics (2, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1 , 4); Posture Scout (2),
Posture Play (2); International Night (1, 2, 3); Stunt Night
(1, 2) ; May Day (2).
"Modesty seldom resides in a breast that is not enriched
with nobler virtues."
CLAIRE ELIZABETH MORTIMER
28 Brent Street, Dorchester
November 10
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1, 3); Noon Forum (1);
Communion Breakfast Chairman (1); Charity Delegate (3);
Federation Chairman Charity (4); Ping Pong (4); Verse Choir
(1, 2, 3),- Home Economics (1); Co-Chairman Senior Pageant
Costume Committee; Chairman of Invitations A'Kempis Formal
(4); International Night (1, 2).
"Self-confidence is the first requisite to great undertakings."
MARTHA EUPHEMIA RODGER Roddie
10 Medway Street, Dorchester
July 18
General
A. A. (1); Fine Arts (1); Home Economics (3, 4) ; Verse Choir
(1); Stunt Night (1, 2); May Day Hostess (1); Student Govern-
ment Dance Refreshment Committee (3),- Current Events (1 , 4).
"A friend may well be reckoned the masterpiece of
nature."
GENEVIEVE S. WHEELER Gene
344 Washington Street, Haverhill
January 31
Nutrition
Home Economics (1, 2, 3),- Evening Forum (1); Fine Arts (1);
A. A. (1) ; A'Kempis (4); International Night (2, 3); Christmas
Play (1); May Day (2); Stunt Night (1, 2).
"Earnestness and sincerity are synonymous."
ANITA DORIS ZEPP Nete
177 Metropolitan Avenue, Roslindale
General
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3) ; Verse Choir (1, 2, 3) ; May Day Verse
Choir (1, 2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3),- Noon Forum (1, 2); Home
Economics (1, 2, 3); International Night (1, 2); Ping Pong (4);
Senior Pageant Costume Committee.
"An inborn grace that nothing lacked
Of culture or appliance
—
The warmth of genial courtesy,
The calm of self reliance."
ELEANOR E. AIKEN l ggy
42 Whitfield Road, West Somerville
January 7
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4), Secretary (2), Vice-President (3), President
(4); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Division Hockey (1, 2, 4),
Yale Hockey (2, 3, 4) ; Class Baseball (1, 2, 4); Class and
Club Council (4); Corridor Councilor (2, 3); Modern Dance
(2, 3, 4); May Day (2, 3); Current Events (1, 2, 3); Stunt
Ni g ht (1, 2, 3, 4); Library Council (2); Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4);
Usher Class Day, Baccalaureate (3), Senior Paseant (4); Volley
Ball (1, 2); Mock Man Dance Committee (2) ; Tennis (1, 2) ;
A. A. Conference Delegate (2, 4).
"What we ardently wish we soon believe."
CATHERINE MARR BLYTH
312 Centre Street, Newton
October 24
Cathie, Kay
Commuters' Council (1); Fine Arts Club (3, 4),- Class Day
Pageant Writing Committee,- Decorations Committee Junior
Prom; Debating Society (2, 3); Verse Choir May Day (2).
"A face with a smile and a story of wit made a long hour
short."
RUTH E. BYRNES
116 Danforth Street, Saxonville
October 25
Ruthi
Glee Club (3, 4) ; May Day (2), Spirit of Spring (3); Gate
Post Reporter; A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Day Music Chair-
man; Gate Post Dance Committee (3); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3).
"For the beauty of a lovely woman is like music: what
can one say more1"
BARBARA CARLE Barb
27 Cross Street, West Newton
April 29
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4), President (3); Student Co-operative Asso-
ciation (2, 4), Vice-President (4),- Chairman Judiciary Board
(4), Class and Club Council (3); Yale Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4),
Captain (3); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Manager (2); Basket-
ball (1, 2, 3, 4); Baseball (1, 2, 4) ; Volley Ball (1, 2) ; Tennis
(3, 4); Archery (2, 4); Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Choir (4);
Gate Post Staff (3); Senior Pageant Committee (4); Stunt
Night (1, 2, 3); International Night (3); Athletic Editor of
Dial (4).
"The world means something to the capable."
RITA CAVANAUGH
697 Washington Street, Dedham
December 28
Cavvy
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Treasurer (3), President (4); Quiet
and Order Committee (3), Stunt Night (2); Class and Club
Council (4); May Day (2); A'Kempis (3 ; 4).
"That inexhaustible good nature, which is in itself the most
precious gift of heaven."
IJIII
HELEN CHURCHILL
89 Whitney Street, Northboro
October 26
y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (4); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3, 4);
May Day (2) ; A. A. (3, 4); Glee Club (4).
"You may think she's quiet, you may think she's shy, But jus
you come closer, she's merry of eye."
PATRICIA W. DELANEY Pat
7 Providence Highway, Dedham
April 12
A. A. (2, 3, 4), Harvard Hockey (1); A'Kempis (2, 3); Fine
Arts (3),- May Day Publicity Committee (2); Junior Prom
Publicity Committee (3); Gate Post (3); Stunt Night (2, 3);
Dance Group (4); Radio Group (4).
"It's Faith in something
And Enthusiasm for something
That makes life worth looking at."
CATHERINE M. ELLIS Ricky
Orange Street, Nantucket
April 10
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (2, 3, 4); Controller (3); House
Secretary (3); Student Government Treasurer (4); Gate Post
(2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); Student Co-operative Dance Com-
mittee (4) ; Dial Staff Will (4) ; Harvard Hockey (3, 4), Class
Hockey (2, 3, 4); Class Day (4) ; May Day (2); Junior Prom
Committee (3); Class Officer (2); H-Y Cheer Leader (3),
Toastmistress (4).
"A loyal friend, sincere and true,
With a sense of humor and keen mind too,
Capable in all she undertakes,
And of her work a success she makes."
ELIZABETH P. EMERY
3 Winthrop Street, Winchester
March 23
Betty
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4), Treasurer (4); Yale Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4),
Captain (4); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Captain (2); Division
Hockey (1, 2, 4); Class Basketball (2, 3, 4); Division Basket-
ball (1, 2),- Class Baseball (1, 2), Class Volley Ball (1, 2),
Modern Dance (1, 2, 3, 4), Manager (3); May Day (1, 2);
H-Y Committee Chairman (2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); Inter-
national Night (3),- Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Choir (3); Student
Government Dance Committee (1); Corridor Councilor (3);
Usher for Commencement, Baccalaureate, Class Day (3); May
Day (1); Evening Forum (2, 3); Class Day Make-Up Com-
mittee Chairman,- Class Prophecy Committee.
"All you who would win joy, must share it;
Happiness was born a twin."
ALICE EPSTEIN
19 Mclvin Avenue, Brighton
December 5
Al
May Day (2); Fine Arts (4); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); Pageant (4);
Current Events (1, 4); Junior Prom Decoration Committee;
Ping Pong (4); Riding (4); Class Day Committee (4).
'A fair exterior is a silent recommendation.''
RUTH FELDMAN Ruthie
263 Irving Street, Framingham
July 13
Fine Arts (1) ; May Day (2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3) ; Pageant (4),-
Current Events (1, 4); Ping Pong (4).
"Her ready wit and cheery smile,
Proclaimed to all a friend worthwhile."
ELEANORE MARIE FITZGERALD Fitzy
45 Cottage Street, Hudson
August 2
A'Kempis (2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (2); V. W. C. A. (1); Com-
muters' Council (2, 3, 4), Chairman (4); May Day Committee
(2); Stunt Night (1 , 2, 3),- A. A. (3) ; Student Co-operative (4).
"Without love and laughter there is no joy; she lives amid
love and laughter."
lilt
ANNA RITA GAGE Ann
Brewster
November 16
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Harvard Hockey (2, 3, 4); Stunt Night
(1, 2); May Day Committee (2); A'Kempis (4).
"Constancy is the complement of all the other human
virtues."
RUTH GARLAND
111 Washington Street, Wellesley
December 28
Ruthie
Division Hockey Captain (3, 4); Junior Prom Publicity Chair-
man,- May Day Publicity Chairman (2); Student Co-operative
Dance Publicity Committee (4); Glee Club Secretary (4);
Glee Club (3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1, 4); Senior
Pageant Planning Committee, Script Committee; Stunt Night
(1, 2, 3).
"The habit of looking at the bright side of things is worth
more than a thousand a year."
ALICE A. GIBBS Al, Allie
35 W. Commonwealth Road, Cochituate
October 6
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Choir (3); Student Government Class
Representative (1), Judicial Board (2, 3); Class and Club
Council (4) ; y.W.CA. (1, 2, 3, 4), Cabinet (2, 3, 4),
Song Leader (2), Vice-President (3), President (4); May Day
Verse Choir (2); Stunt Night (2); International Night (3);
Fine Arts (3); Gate Post (1, 2); Dial Staff History Committee
"Of all virtues, dependability is the greatest.
ANNA M. GUNN
38 Carleton Street, Newton
November 20
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2) ; V. W. C. A. (4) ;
May Day (2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); Education Week Com-
mittee (4); Current Events (1, 2, 3, 4).
"Genteel in personage
Conduct and equipage.
Noble by heritage
Generous and free."
RUTH ALICE HEMINGWAY
Off Landham Road, East Sudbury
December 1 7
Ruthi
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Gate Post (1, 2, 3, 4),- Quiet and
Order Committee (4),- May Day Verse Choir (2); Pageant
Committee (4).
"With knowledge and love the world is made."
wm
MARGARET KONETZNY
35 Clarendon Street, Newtonville
November 22
Fine Arts (1 , 2, 3, 4),- Stunt Night (1, 2, 3).
"Her ready wit and winning smile
Her cheery word and helping hand,
Her aim in life to be worthwhile
A truer friend you'll never find."
LEVONA LAMB Tena
1 Woodman Avenue, Haverhill
Ausust 21
Gate Post (1, 2, 3); Glee Club (3, 4); A. A. (4); Captain
Division Hockey (3), Division Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Centennial
Pageant Committee (4); Chairman Refreshments Gate Post
Dance (3); May Day (2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3).
"A loyal friend,
A willing worker,
A gay companion
A good sport
—
That's Levona."
MARGARET MARY LYNCH Peggy
55 Essex Street, Marlboro
September 8
Glee Club (3, 4); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; May Day Hostess (1);
May Day Invitation Committee (2); May Day Chorus (2); Noon
Forum Group (1, 2, 3); Stunt Night (2, 3); Sophomore Debate
The greater the strength, the quieter the manner.
KATHLEEN R. LYONS Kay
87 Maynard Street, Roslindale
February 1 8
A'Kempis (1. 2, 3, 4), Federation Delegate (4), Chairman
Formal (4); May Day Pageant Committee, Music Chairman;
Gate Post Staff (3, 4); Glee Club (3, 4); Stunt Night (2, 3),
Pageant Committee (4).
"No gem, no gold she needs to wear;
She shines intrinsically fair."
MARIANNE McKEON
980 Main Street, Worcester
November 1 7
Mac
May Day (2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); Pageant (4); Current
Events (1, 4); Riding (4); A'Kempis (3, 4); Class Day Com-
mittee (4).
"She's small, sparkling and gay,
And with these qualities goes a long way."
LOUISE MARY McMANUS Mac
35 Beverly Road, Weston
May 15
A'Kempis (1, 2, 4),- Fine Arts (2, 3, 4), Vice-President (4);
Corridor Councilor (4); May Day Grounds Chairman (2);
Posture Council (3); A'Kempis Formal Ballroom Committee
(4); Modern Dance (2, 3, 4).
"Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep."
MARGARET B. MILLANE
100 Van Horn Street, Springfield
December 29
Midge
Glee Club (3, 4); A'Kempis (2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (2); May
Day (2); Stunt Night (2); Chairman Orchestra Committee
Junior Prom,- Chairman Refreshment Committee Junior Play
Day.
"Individual, attractive, humorous, and sweet,
Happy, sincere, a joy to meet,
A great big smile, a heart full of fun
A loyal friend to everyone."
1939
MARY F. MORRILLY
102 Alexander Street, Framingham
November 1 3
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, A), Fine Arts (1, 4); Library Council (4);
May Day Pageant (2),- Stunt Night (1, 2, 3); Education Week
Committee (4).
"Her air, her manners, all who saw admired;
Courteous though coy, gentle though retired."
EMMA NELSON Emmie
4 Mendon Street, Upton
September 26
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Secretary (3), Treasurer (2),- A. A.
(1, 2, 3, 4); Yale Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Captain (3); Class
Basketball (1, 2, 3), Captain (1); Class Secretary (4); Stunt
Night (1 , 2, 3); Usher Class Day, Graduation (3); May Day (2).
"Smiling always with a never-fading serenity of counte-
nance, and flourishing in an immortal youth."
BELLE NOVICK
Village Street, Millis
September 16
Corridor Councilor (2, 4); Basketball (1 , 2, 3, A), A. A.
(2, 3, 4), Harvard Basketball (4), Modern Dance (4);
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2); Senior Chapel Committee; May Day (2);
Student Government Dance Orchestra Committee (4); Quiet
and Order Committee (4).
"Moderation, the noblest gift of Heaven."
ELLEN MARGUERITE O'NEILL Eleanor
727 Parker Street, Roxbury
April 1 3
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4),- Fine Arts (4); May Day (2); Stunt
Night (1, 2, 3).
'A happy heart
A smiling face
And rounds of laughter in between."
ELVIE WINIFRED PEASE
7 Mechanic Street, Monson
May 15
Fine Arts (1), Play Committee (1); A. A. (2, 3, 4), Dance
Group (2, 3, 4), Conference Delegate (3), Board (3), Yale
Hockey (3, 4); Junior Prom Orchestra Committee; Stunt
Night (1, 2, 3) ; May Day (1, 2, 3); Judiciary Board (3);
Library Council (3); Cap and Gown Committee Chairman (4);
Pageant Committee (4); Class Treasurer (4); Student Council
(4); President of Horace Mann (4).
"She that was ever fair and never proud,
Had tongue at will and yet was never loud."
PRISCILLA PETTINGELL Pat, Pettie
107 Border Street, Dedham
August 13
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Secretary (3); Stunt Night
(2, 3); Class and Club Council (4); Gate Post Staff (4);
Managing Editor Dial (4); Co-Chairman Publications Formal
(4); Pageant Committee (4); Co-Chairman Pageant Publicity,-
May Day Committee (2).
"Strong mind, great heart, true faith, willing hands."
ilia
MABEL ARLENE RICKER
45 Bennett Street, Hudson
October 3
Sunny, Ricky
Glee Club (3, A), V. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3); Quiet and Order
(2); Library Council (2); May Day (1, 2); Stunt Night (1, 2, 3);
Gate Post (4); Pageant Committee (4); Noon Forum (1, 2,
3,4).
"Twas the loveliest hair in the world, my pet."
MARIE R. RUSSO
1 76 Dedham Street, Newton Highlands
October 8
Gate Post (1, 2), Business Manager (3), Assistant Editor (4);
Publications Dance Committee (4); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3);
A. A. (1, 2, 3, A); Modern Dance (1, 2, 3, A), Hockey
(1, 2, 3, 4); Basketball (2, 3),- Tennis (3, A), Ping Pong (4);
Centennial Pageant Committee (4); Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4).
"Of all those arts in which the wise excel,
Nature's chief masterpiece is writing well."
MYRTLE SCHOLL Sis
8 Morse Street, Natick
September 7
Modern Dance (3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4), Cabinet
(3, 4); Gate Post Staff (3, 4),- Fine Arts (4); May Day Verse
Choir Chairman; Gate Post Dance Committee (3).
"You'll almost always find something useful to do."
MARY F. SHORT
6 Greymere Road, Brighton
November 3
A'Kempis (2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (4); May Day (2); Stunt Night
(1, 2, 3, 4); Ping Pong (4); Pageant Committee (4).
"A true pal is she
As sweet as can be
And in her fine and friendly way
She works and plays from day to day."
EDYTH SNOW Snowy, Edie
1 7 Charles Street, Dorchester
Fine Arts (2, 3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4) ; May Day.
"Happy and merry all the day,
Friendly and jolly in every way,-
Understanding, congenial, and always true
—
Whom could we possibly mean but you?"
Ulll
KATHERINE F. STACEY Kay
114 Antrim Street, Cambridge
August 16
Fine Arts (4); May Day (2) ; Stunt Night (2, 3); Pageant (4),-
Ping Pong (4).
"Sincerity, truth, faithfulness are the very essence of friend-
ship."
MEAVE T. SULLIVAN
9 Clark Court, Brookline
Student Co-operative President (4); Treasurer (2, 3), Repre-
sentative (1); Class President (1); Class and Club Council
(1, 4); Building Committee Chairman (2, 3); Manager of Mart
(3); Stunt Night Chairman (2, 3); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Yale
Toastmistress (3) ; Class Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Baseball
(1, 2, 3, 4),- Volley Ball (1, 2, 3); Archery (1); May Day (2),
Usher (1); Commencement Usher (3); Debating (3, 4).
"The force of her own merit makes her way."
ATHENE R. THOMPSON Tommy
6 Fairview Street, Roslindale
February 7
Fine Arts (3, 4); V. W. C. A. (3, 4); May Day (2); Verse
Choir (4).
"With wide blue eyes and gamin smile,
And sense of humor shining
—
She gets a lot from life's grab bag;
—
To duller folks leaves whining."
I
CLEANTHY MARY VOUDOURIS
22 Strathmore Road, Brookline
March 16
May Day Verse Choir (2); May Day Committee,- Junior Prom
Decoration Committee,- Debating Society (3, 4); Fine Arts
(3, 4); Building Fund Drive Lieutenant (4).
"She has friends because she is one."
LILLIAN WESTERGREN Lil
8 Intervale Road, Wellesley Hills
February 20
Fine Arts (1 , 4); A. A. (1 , 2, 3, 4) ; Glee Club (3, 4); Pageant
Committee; Stunt Night (1, 2); May Day Publicity Committee
"My own thoughts are my companions."
RITA WHITE
40 Mellen Street, Framingham
January 30
Stunt Night (1, 2); Fine Arts Club (1, 3, 4); A'Kempis (1, 2,
3, 4); May Day (2); Current Events, (4).
"A girl of vigor, pep, and fun
That's Rita, our chum!
A kindly word, a friendly smile
She has for everyone."
IJISI
FERN ELIZABETH WILLIAMS
106 Speen Street, Natick
July 28
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Choir (3, A),
Stunt Night (2, 3),- Baseball (1, 2, 3), Manager (2); Basketball
(1, 2, 3, 4); Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4),- Harvard Basketball (3, 4),
Sub (1, 2), Captain (4); Bowling Manager (3); Archery
Manager (4),- Building Committee (3, 4), Chairman (4);
Posture Council (2, 3, 4), Chairman (3); Volley Ball (1, 2);
Tennis Tournament (3, 4).
"Whether she follows or whether she leads,
She proves herself worthy by her good deeds."
ita
Llementary Special Dtudent
HAZEL SYRETT BULLEN
45 Rencelau Street, Springfield
July 29
Graduate of Salem Normal School. Special courses at
Hyannis Teachers College, Boston University, and Harvard
University,
y. W. C. A. (4),- Glee Club (4).
"True thinkers are as scarce as gold."
FORMER CLA55 MEMBERS
Batley, Edith
Bean, Marjorie
Besse, Marjorie E.
Bingham, Margaret
Bullard, Elizabeth
Burgoyne, Marjorie
Codyer, Elizabeth
Conza, Manuella
Daley, Ruth
Davenport, Phyllis
Erlick, Frances
Friedman, Judith
Gatti, Mentana
Goodfield, Alice.
Hanchette, Ruby
Hartnett, Eileen
Hasslemann, Louise
Havey, Edna
Kimball, Gertrude
Kinhan, Julia
Lang, Katherine
Lamer, Madeline
Lycett, Mary
Mickelson, Clara
Moretti, Rena
Murray, Jane
Oliver, Inez
O'Neil, Eugenia
Ridder, Eleanor
Sevrens, Mary
Tebbets, Mary
Thompson, Shirley
Torrance, Marie
Tribe, Dorothy
Tucker, Leslie
Whittemore, Arlene
Zajac, Bertha
1093 Washington Street, South Braintree. H.A.
137 Woodlawn Street, Springfield. H.A.
Central Avenue, Onset. H.A.
Hardwick. H.A.
54 Gould Street, Walpole. El.
84 South Street, Northboro. H.A.
100 Pine Street, Waltham. H.A.
28 Shorey Street, Lynn. H.A.
60 Montvale Street, Roslindale. H.A.
Creeper Hill Road, Grafton. H.A.
37 Wilcock Road, Dorchester. El.
158 Morningside Road, Worcester. H.A.
23 Imperial Road, Worcester. H.A.
Gilbertville. H.A.
Washington Street, Holliston. H.A.
7 Vista Road, Wellesley. El.
130 Fairmont Street, Worcester. H.A. (deceased)
4 Archdale Road, Roslindale. H.A.
3 Sacramento Road, Cambridge. Voc.
16 Florence Street, Boston. Voc.
269 Putnam Avenue, Cambridge. H.A.
269 North Street, North Weymouth. H.A.
43 Warner Avenue, Hudson. H.A.
Old Common Road, Millbury. H.A.
16 Warren Avenue, Mansfield. H.A.
36 Bower Street, West Medford. H.A.
1135 Commonwealth Avenue, Millis. El.
727 Parker Street, Roxbury. H.A.
Oak Street, Whitman. H.A.
10 Milk Street, Nantucket. H.A.
81 Ellison Park, Waltham. H.A.
12 Gage Street, Methuen. H.A.
Plainfield. H.A.
7 Winslow Court, Fairhaven. H.A.
Carney Street, Uxbridge. H.A.
149 Hillside Road, Watertown. H.A.
31 Ashley Street, New Bedford. Vcc.
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CLASS BABY
William Paul Hoadley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hoadley, born
May 5, 1937. Mrs. Hoadley was the former Mary Sevrens, of the
Household Arts Department, Class of 1939.
1. Mabel Ricker
2. Ruth Hemingway
3. Edith Snow
4. Edith Snow
5. Patricia Delaney
6. Elinore Fitzgerald
7. Barbara Carle
IN OUR YOUNGER DAYS
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
Myrtle Scholl
Meave Sullivan
Lillian Westergren
Athene Thompson
Alice Epstein
Margaret Lynch
Margaret Konetzny

Y
Class of 1940
CLASS OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
Katherine Barrett
Phyllis Carlson
Mary Callahan
Janeth Ford
Miss May Turner
We Are I he Juniors!
We are the Class of Nineteen Hundred and Forty. We have spent this
junior year together, in teaching and in house practice. While teaching, we
learned of the mysteries and mistakes which lurk in lesson plans, as well as of
the diverse methods used to keep twenty-five noisy, squirmy youngsters quiet.
In house practice we proved the plausibility and possibility of the theory that
housekeepers and dishwashers do acquire red, puffy hands without fingernails.
We, as a class, successfully presented a Junior Prom, thereby fulfilling a
"date" we had made in our freshman year. We enjoyed working together
for the Prom and sharing the results of this work.
We have thoughtfully, carefully, and wisely chosen leaders for our senior
year. Here's to success!
HOUSEHOLD J>fRT5 JUNIORS
Bemis, Lois M.
Birch, Sylvia B.
Older, Rhoda J.
Callahan, Rachel
Cantwell, Elizabeth P.
Carlson, Phyllis T.
Carney, Catherine H.
Cherness, Ellen J.
Chick, Helen E.
Corre, Joffrette G.
Cummings, Doris
Currie, Esther E.
Currier, Marion
Davis, Elvi S.
Delaney, Maria C.
D'Elia, Pauline
Dorr, Emma E.
Douglass, Genevieve F.
Durfee, Mary E.
Flynn, Ruth M.
Ford, Janeth A.
Geddes, Margaret J.
Goyette, Margaret A.
Hall, Marjorie J.
Hayes, Rita A.
Hedge, Gladys M.
Hillner, Dorothy
Jurusz, Leona F.
Kassabian, Anna
Kellaway, Ruth E.
Kelley, Eileen M.
Kinsman, Phyllis L.
Kirby, Mary M.
Kontrim, Nellia A.
Lajoie, Alice J.
Lancaster, Dorothy L.
Lincoln, Grace C.
Lowney, Marjorie A.
Ludlow, Ruth M.
Summer Street, Northboro
80 Hillcrest Road, Belmont
770 Brayton Point Road, Somerset
159 Radford Street, Yonkers, N. V.
81 Garfield Street, Springfield
18 Francis Street, Worcester
226 Hemenway Street, Boston
904 Western Avenue, Lynn
72 Harvard Street, Chelsea
18 Miller Avenue, Holyoke
39 Cambridge Road, Woburn
303 Auburndale Avenue, Auburndale
117 Prescott Street, North Andover
4 Bourne Street, Worcester
40 Kingsbury Street, Worcester
41 Marion Street, Medford
334 Kenrick Street, Newton
818 Winthrop Avenue, Revere
19 Summer Street, Fairhaven
6 Merritt Place, Attleboro
33 Gale Avenue, Pittsfield
77 Hall Street, North Adams
1250 Northampton Street, Holyoke
265 Main Street, Montague City
19 Whitby Terrace, Dorchester
3 Holt Avenue, Worcester
1622 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
14 Rockwood Street, Jamaica Plain
30 Glen Street, Worcester
19 Wyman Street, Waban
295 Bellevue Street, West Roxbury
963 Worcester Road, Framingham
31 Beulah Street, Whitman
120 Marine Road, South Boston
180 Stafford Street, Worcester
R.F.D. No. 4, South Dartmouth
35 Elm Street, Milton
59 Mattapan Street, Mattapan
45 Centre Street, Milton
Mauriello, Catherine V.
McCarthy, Elizabeth A.
McDonough, Margaret Mi
Newell, Anne E.
O'Connor, Mary Ursula
Page, Ruth E.
Parker, Louise D.
Pecevich, Jennie
Plastridge, Nathalie
Plummer, Laura A.
Powers, Agatha E.
Profita, Josephine V.
Riley, Santina M.
Rousseau, Marylou
Sacco, Mary D.
Schultz, Esther P.
Shorrock Dorothy E.
Smith, Lois E.
Spaulding, Ruth I.
Stacy, Olive
Walsh, Rosamond M.
Whelan, Mary F.
Wright, Harriet J.
Wuorenmaa, Ann E.
36 Arlington Street, Worcester
17 Rosemary Street, Jamaica Plain
14 Highland Street, Lowell
9/6 Washington Avenue, Holyoke
State Teachers College, Framingham
Willowcroft Farm, South Byfield
40 McClure Street, Amherst
600 South Street, Shrewsbury
Concord Road, Bedford
190 Williams Avenue, Lynn
83 Florence Street, Worcester
57 Snowhill Street, Boston
94 Hillside Road, Franklin
29 Jeppson Avenue, Worcester
540 Haverhill Street, Lawrence
17 Lake Street, Amesbury
259 Savin Hill Avenue, Dorchester
Hardwick
67 Bowers Street, Newtonville
Main Street, West Yarmouth
61 Wollaston Avenue, Arlington Heights
320 Brook Rodd, Milton
10 Wollcott Street, Readville
255 Main Street, Gardner
VOCATIONAL JUNIORS
Callahan, Mary E.
Hathaway, Hope
Martin, Frances L.
McCaffrey, Hester F.
Schlepegrell, Georgia E.
Watters, Grace
Weber, Laura F.
3A Lakeview Avenue, Arlington
84 Court Street, New Bedford
74 Wellesley Street, Weston
564 Main Street, Shrewsbury
13 Woodland Street, Sharon
80 Barnaby Street, Fall River
22 Englewood Avenue, Worcester
ilia
ELEMENTARY JUNIORS
Andrews, Louise
Arbuckle, Jeanne
Barrett, Katherine A.
Chesarone, Jennie
Clampitt, Ruth
Clark, Marguerite P.
Clarke, Mary M.
Clune, Marie E.
Coffin, Helene H.
Cotter, Margaret E.
Devine, Mary R.
Donnellan, Alice N.
Dwyer, Mary E.
Eagan, Marguerite A.
Grant, Madelyn L.
Hackett, Christina G.
Hobbs, Harriet A.
Keyes, Margaret M.
Keylor, Marjorie F.
Long, Dorothy
MacDonald, Margaret A.
Martin, Dolores F.
McAuliffe, Alice G.
Mueller, Margaret T.
Murphy, Helen L.
Murphy, Mary E.
Norman, Shirley
O'Donnell, Mary L.
Parker, Christine E.
Pattison, Marjorie M.
Pellissier, Laura M.
Robart, Beatrice C.
Roberts, Edna I.
Savage, Mary B.
Scully, Dorothy M.
Stafford, Ruth A.
Werber, Sylvia R.
Wheeler, Florence A.
Wilbur, Frances S.
Wozniak, Helen I.
180 Allerton Road, Newton Highlands
198 School Street, Somerville
1593 Centre Street, Newton Highlands
915 Chestnut Street, Waban
26 Broad Street, Plainville
79 Wood Ave., Mattapan
118 Congress Street, Orange
23 Channing Road, Newton Centre
15 North Liberty Street, Nantucket
169 Elliot Street, Newton Upper Falls
147 Walnut Street Framingham
36 Carver Road, Watertown
346 Cherry Street, West Newton
301 High Street, Somerset
11 Adams Street, Medfield
14 Bates Road, Watertown
Summer Street, Framingham
11 Osborne Road, Brookline
5 Highledge Avenue, Wellesley
4 Murray Road, Framingham
377 Linwood Avenue, Newtonville
152 Trapelo Road, Waltham
116 Gilbert Road, Belmont
126 Charles River Road, Watertown
68 North Avenue, Natick
Hampden Road, Monson
17 Lyman Terrace, Waltham
17 Carpenter Street, Amesbury
68 Brown Street, Pittsfield
159 Essex Street, Holyoke
929 Northampton Street, Holyoke
197 Lexington Street, Cambridge
51 Worcester Street, Belmont
86 Shawmut Street, Marlboro
29 Walter Street, Newton Centre
90 Lincoln Street, Worcester
36 Bancroft Avenue, Milford
Summer Road, Berlin
423 Weir Street, Taunton
R.F.D. No. 2, Northfield



Class of 1941
CLASS OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
. Miriam Walsh
Marion Blood
Helen Maxwell
Betty Storey
Miss Catherine Brosnan
loward Ou ccess
Now that we Sophomores have terminated our second year as students
of Framingham State Teachers College, we may bravely look back upon our
first and second years for encouragement.
The struggle is but half won, yet we have fought courageously. Our
implements—determination, perseverance, and sacrifice—have aided us greatly
in our advance toward the far-distant goal, success. We have fought fairly,
unflinchingly and well, though at times, so deafening has been the din of battle
that defeat has seemed unavoidable.
We are not content, however, to win merely the minor spoils of war.
We are determined that we shall become the conpuerors, shall earn the
glorious fruits of victory. Two years have we yet ahead of us in which to fulfill
this challenge, and we shall advance gallantly through these years bearing this
standard:
"There is no Change, no Destiny, or Fate,
Can circumvent or hinder or control
The firm resolve of a determined soul."
HOUSEHOLD $\ RT5 50PHOMORE5
Allen, Virginia
Atkins, Emily
Aubertin, Dorothy E.
Babson, Marjorie D.
Berry, Margaret
Brine, Constance L.
Calkins, Betty J.
Call, Doris
Cole, Marion V.
Cook, Virginia L.
Curran, Mary L.
Darling, Ethel M.
Dolan, Virginia M.
Fahey, Ruth B.
Farr, S. Jeanette
Ferris, Madeline
Fitzpatrick, Margaret M.
Flavin, Grace Z.
Fresia, Eva R.
Garoian, Agnes
Gendron, Lillian C.
Gray, Florie L.
Gray, Jeanette M.
Hearn, Audry F.
Hogan, Vivian P.
Jouannet, Ann W.
Kroepel, Lois
Labouteley, Dorothy E.
Leamy, Margaret C.
L'Esperance, M. Bernardine
Lyman, Barbara
Mandigo, Jean E.
McGaw, Gladys D.
McKechnie, Ruth E.
Milne, Helen P.
Mitchell, Mary J.
Mooney, Elizabeth S.
Mothes, Charlotte E.
Nagle, Kathryn M.
Olson, Dorothy L.
15 Rosemont Street, Lynn
4 Williams Place, Middleboro
35 Carlisle Street, Worcester
279 William Street, Stoneham
20 Gilmore Street, Wollaston
73 Prospect Street, West Newton
Walnut Street, Rutland
305 High Street, Newburyport
33 Peak Hill Road, West Roxbury
15 Park Street, Norwood
11 Vassel Lane, Cambridge
49 DeForest Street, Hyde Park
18 Copley Street, Roxbury
76 Howard Street, Waltham
Til ley Street, Ludlow
173 Hampden Street, Chicopee
Stafford Street, Rochdale
14 Forest Street, Attleboro
769 East Street, Pittsfield
59 Plymouth Street, Cambridge
32 Burtt Street, Lowell
33 John Street, Worcester
Coolidge Street, Sherborn
202 Beacon Street, Worcester
25 Lake Street, Arlington
29 Athelwold Street, Dorchester
211 Lower Westfield Road, Holyoke
40 Norfolk Street, Holliston
59 Greenleaf Street, Quincy
14 Bond Street, Somerville
24 Rockland Road, Auburn
9 Bentwood Street, Foxboro
18 Tower Avenue, South Weymouth
88 Park Avenue, Natick
25 Hamilton Street, Dorchester
450 West Broadway, Gardner
76 Allen Street, Arlington
65 Cottage Street, Hudson
5 Hillside Avenue, Jamaica Plain
19 Brinsley Street, Dorchester
Page, Charlotte J.
Patten, Charlotte H.
Rand, Helen
Robinson, Claire S.
Sawutz, Evelyn
Shafran, Beverly
Smith, Stella M.
Story, Betty E.
Sullivan, Mary C.
Sweeney, Mary E.
Sweet, Edna L.
Totilas, Elizabeth R.
Tower, Anne S.
Walsh, Miriam
Webb, Cora H.
Wilcox, Anita
Wordern, Barbara
Zurawinski, Irene J.
11 Homewood Road, West Roxbury
Maple Street, Sterling
45 Sudbury Road, Weston
2 Shirley Street, Worcester
33 Waltham Street, Maynard
29 Fayston Street, Roxbury
7 Ruggles Street, Quincy
128 Granite Street, Pigeon Cove
118 Endicott Street, Worcester
800 Slade Street, Fall River
139 Atlantic Avenue, Marblehead
18 Montrose Street, Worcester
22 Odell Avenue, Beverly
25 Russell Street, Brookline
64 Overbrook Drive, Wellesley
364 Riverway, Boston
90 Mill Street, Shrewsbury
56 Richland Street, Worcester
VOCATIONAL SOPHOMORES
Bradish, Carolyn L.
Crowley, Elizabeth M.
Luthringer, Doris E.
Melanson, Helen A.
Parker, Eleanor R.
Pierce, Clerna E.
Riggs, Doris T.
Silcox, Alice L.
Stearns, Phyllis
Tela, Lena M.
Tronerud, Ruth M.
51 Pine Street, Leicester
8 Zabelle Avenue, Auburn
16 Mi II brook Street, Worcester
11 Ruthven Street, North Quincy
R.F.D. No. 1, Acushnet
118 Bank Street, Attleboro
South Street, Grafton
3 East Avenue, Lowell
68 Richards Street, Dedham
151 Bailey Street, Lawrence
Hill Street, Topsfield
It, 5)
ELEMENTARY SOPHOMORES
I
Anton, Carolyn M.
Blood, Marion E.
Bridey, Joan K.
Brigham, Marion L.
Britt, Alice M.
Cahill, H' len H.
Carboneau, Irene B.
Cobbett, Hazel A.
Coburn, Audrey L.
Colburn, Elizabeth L.
Costello, Lucille P.
Cotton, Edith V.
Currie, Lois M.
Dacey, Dorothy A.
Fishman, Shirley
Foley, Mary D.
Glancy, Doris C.
Good, Mary C.
Hall, Barbara
Havner, Alice I.
Hazlett, Joanna F.
Hildebrand, Rosemary M
Kapstein, Estelle J.
Keating, Mary M.
Kennedy, Helen U.
Lewis, Mary
MacFarland, Jane I.
Maxwell, Helen J.
McNiff, Anne I.
O'Neill, Mary A.
Paul, Helen E.
Payne, Maude E.
Rush, Helen C.
Shaughnessy, Anna E.
Sheridan, Barbara E.
Spiers, Gertrude R.
Stinson, Barbara
Williamson, Hazel M.
Wilson, Elizabeth M.
769 Columbia Road, Dorchester
22 Intervale Road, Wellesley
11 Lewis Street, Newton
39 Norwood Street, Marlboro
19 South Prospect Street, Amherst
19 Lee Street, Mi I ford
23 Wood Avenue, Framingham
Church Street, Upton
82 Prentice Street, Waltham
236 Walnut Street, Brookline
14 High Street, Franklin
79 Charlesbank Road, Newton
303 Auburndale Avenue, Auburndale
7 Russell Street, Hudson
165 Columbia Road, Dorchester
174 High Street, Brookline
33 Lowell Avenue, Watertown
52 Wendell Street, Cambridge
15 Centre Street, Raynham
120 Lake Avenue, Framingham
59 Diamond Street, Walpole
183 Newton Street, Waltham
30 Claflin Road, Brookline
27 East Street, Natick
13 Grant Street, Natick
151 Edgell Road, Framingham
614 Trapelo Road, Belmont
159 Mechanic Street, Marlboro
10 Rice Street, Hudson
18 Davis Avenue, Brookline
31 Lawrence Street, Waltham
19 Howard Street, Waltham
Kendall Street, Barre
44 Sumner Street, Milford
12 Walnut Street, Watertown
15 Nonantum Street, Newton
28 Davis Avenue, West Newton
693 Heath Street, Chestnut Hill
11 Russell Terrace, Belmont



ClcSS O" 1942
CLASS OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
Margaret Clare
Patricia Walsh
Norma Clay
Helen Gle<ason
Mr. James Sullivan
I he irsi Voyade
We Freshmen are now completing the first stage of our trip on the bound-
ing waves of education on the S. S. Framingham State Teachers College.
We embarked on September 20 with high hopes for the future. After
the readjustments necessary to getting acquainted with our fellow passengers
and officers, we concentrated our efforts on mastering the bewildering array
of subjects presented to us.
In the second week our new-found dignity was decreased appreciably
by the senior initiation. At this time we were taught our proper status as
Freshmen. An additional lesson was then furnished by the solemn Freshmen
Court. Battered and bruised with this experience, our ship was put into dry-
dock, but we kept serene in spite of the noise of the workmen.
In January, we Freshmen elected our officers, and thus began our first real
organization as a class. Our course has been rather uneventful from that point,
for we have been very busy with repairs on our superstructure. Our main
extra-curricular activity has been confined to working out various plans and
schemes for acquiring our share of money for the S. A. B. F.
Although we have occasionally passed through turbulent waters, we
now look forward with confident mien to the future, and will strive to reveal
our hidden talents when we gain the safe harbor of Sophomores.
HOUSEHOLD ARTS ERE5HMEN
Addison, Mary S. E.
Andersen, E hel P.
Bardin, Crarlotte J.
Barnes, Irene M.
Bell, Gladies M.
Bennett, Ruth
Bevan, Jane H.
Brady, Marie M.
Brennan, M. Irene
Burke, Eva G.
Campbell, Alta P.
Cause, Rose M.
Chace, Celia F.
Chaput, Ruth F.
Charland, Josephine U.
Clay, Norma O.
Climo, Emily
Colton, Joan
Cooney, Rose M.
Costello, Kathleen M.
Cronin, Alice E.
Cronin, Josephine V.
Douglas, Ellen F.
Doyle, Kathleen M.
Ecker, Anna M.
Ellery, Susan E.
Emmott, Dorothy Mae
Epstein, Amy E.
Fee, Elizabeth K.
Fiske, Helen E.
Fitts, Shirley H.
Flynn, Catherine M.
Froggatt, Lynne M.
Gauvin, Marjorie E.
Gurwitz, Blossom R.
Haggblom, Katherine F.
Hannant, Louise A.
Hoey, Angela M.
Holland, Rita M.
Holmes, Ruth
Johnson, Helen M.
Keough, Helen C.
King, Charlotte M.
Lambert, Josephine R.
Lane, Marguerite R.
Laughlin, Virginia L.
Lynch, Katherine E.
MacMichael, Marjorie M.
Mann, Margery C.
226 Bay State Road, Boston
17 Euclid Avenue, Worcester
North Stre t, Dalton
82 Grove Street, North Brookfield
Green Street, Ashland
2 Franklin Avenue, Natick
23 Highland Terrace, Gloversville, N. Y.
72 Fairfax Road, Worcester
33 Willis Street, Dorchester
14 Cottage Street, Natick
3A Fairview Street, Roslindale
45 Mountain Street, Wobum
Box 444, Pearse Road, Swansea
213 Beech Street, Holyoke
81 Wenham Street, Boston
434 Conduit Street, New Bedford
10 Franklin Street, Wakefield
16 Holland Road, Worcester
42 Arthur Street, Framingham
9 Rambler Road, Jamaica Plain
53 Bradfield Avenue, Roslindale
10 Mt. Guyot Street, North Brookfield
High Street, Southampton
9 Enfield Street, Worcester
16 Charles Street, Belmont
42 Dennison Street, Annisquam
95 South Main Street, Uxbridge
142 Rosseter Street, Dorchester
61 Liberty Street, Marlboro
School Street, Upton
39 Baker Street, Foxboro
88 Wallingford Road, Brighton
104 Bickford Road, Braintree
59 Hudson Street, Northboro
151 Providence Street, Worcester
67 Cranch Street, Quincy
123 Main Street, Bondsville
15 Catalpa Street, Worcester
6 Beaufort Road, Jamaica Plain
38 McLellan Street, Dorchester
32 Esther Street, Worcester
132 George Street, Medford
2 Brooks Street, Maynard
41 Beechwood Street, East Braintree
311 Park Street, West Roxbury
53 Belmont Street, Marlboro
11 Whitfield Road, Somerville
43 Saunders Road, Lynn
19 Abbott Street, Pittsfield
Matthews, Regina I.
McAnulty, Helen E.
McClintock, Eleanor M.
McConaghy, Edna R.
McPherson, Margaret M.
Melia, Margaret A.
Mercer, Elizabeth S.
Mitchell, Virginia R.
Moriarty, Virginia G.
Mullen, Marguerite E.
Murphy, Ruth C.
Neuhart, Ruth A.
Nickerson, Priscilla
Oldach, Virginia L.
Patey, Priscilla M.
Pease, Dorothy
Penrose, Elizabeth
Porter, Amy S.
Richardson, Louise E.
Salmon, Rosemary A.
Skalicky, Josephine C.
Skauen, Margaret I.
Soszynska, Antoinette M.
Sparhawk, Evelyn F.
Splane, Rita K.
Sullivan, Anne P.
Sullivan, Rose L.
Smith, Charlotte E.
Taylor, Mary A.
Temple, Dorothy M.
Totilas, Florence G.
Walsh, Eileen P.
Wartiainen, Amy V.
Westart, Frances M.
White, Dorothy M.
29 Charlotte Street, Worcester
14 Sheffield Road, Roslindale
Mill Street, Northboro
278 Whitwell Street, Quincy
221 Linwood Avenue, Newtonville
23 Bradfield Avenue, Roslindale
96 Warren Road, Framingham
18 Mendum Street, Roslindale
11 Wall Street, Worcester
37 Atherton Street, Roxbury
590 Weld Street, West Roxbury
154 Newbury Street, Lawrence
Leominster Road, Sterling
195 Union Avenue, Framingham
14 Morrill Place, Lynn
Templeton
140 Union Street, Mansfield
Brook Street, East Holliston
496 Swains Pond Avenue, Melrose
Main Street, Southboro
4 Walnut Street, Somerville
15 Maple Terrace, Newton
139 Cherry Street, Cambridge
47 Stetson Street, Whitman
1 Thayer Court, Worcester
3 Bauer Street, Worcester
35 Pacific Street, Lynn
9 Fruit Street, Milford
20 Allyn Terrace, Lawrence
25 Pitts Street, Natick
18 Montrose Street, Worcester
25 Russell Street, Brookline
R.F.D. No. 2, Fitchburg
26 East Greenwood Street, Amesbury
22 Austin Street, Chicopee HIS
VOCATIONAL FRESHMEN
Bacon, Louise C.
Fronczek, Jennie A.
Greene, Anna T.
Irvin, Ethel I.
Knipp, Marion E.
Koczon, Sophia J.
Mahn, Ellen P.
McDermott, Grace M.
Moulton, Anna R.
Silva, Dorothy M.
West, Dorothy H.
Wiggin, Jean M.
10 Wilkins Place, Brockton
116 County Street, New Bedford
233 Tremont Street, Newton
27 Woodward Street, Newton Highlands
59 Washington Street, Medford
19 George Street, New Bedford
81 Campbell Street, Quincy
19 Prospect Street, Clinton
35 Saltonstall Road, Haverhill
312 Commercial Street, Provincetown
157 Prospect Avenue, Revere
11 Morton Road, Newton Centre
ELEMENTARY FRESHMEN
Ahern, Marie R.
Bates, Marcia L.
Biancardi Josephine D.
Bird, Kathryn T.
Buckley, Mary C.
Byrne, Margaret E.
Calabrese, Evelyne E.
Call, Selma L.
Carlson, Marguerite H.
Caruso, Theresa
Clare, Margaret M.
Clark, Beatrice A.
Congdon, Marion L.
Cook, Eleanor E.
Couett, Kathleen E.
Coyne, Rita F.
Cuevas, Manuela Z.
Davis, Ann M.
Deasy, Mary A.
Donati, Kathryn F.
Dutram, Muriel A.
Egan, Barbara
Ellis, Phyllis E.
Fitzpatrick, Marie F.
Gleason, Helen E.
Hardy, Margaret L.
Harper, Edith H.
Harris, Mary C.
Height, Esther L.
Hosmer Virginia M.
Hughes, Alice A.
Irving, Geraldine L.
Johnson, Williemae
Kallis, Pauline M
Kern, Kathleen M.
Labarre, Rita G.
Lane, Charlotte B.
Look, Amy L.
Mague, June H.
Matthews, Olive H.
McDermott, Katherine J.
McDonough, Mary E.
Morel, Helen M.
Murphy, Jane
Nethercote, Mary E.
Parfitt, Robilee
Potter, Marion
Reed, Constance S.
Rides, Thelma H.
Robbins, Virginia M.
Ross, Helaine J.
Rothberg, Ruth L.
Savignano, Alvena M.
Stacey, Grace R.
Wells, Eleanor E.
White, Grace L.
370 North Main Street, Natick
174 South Main Street, Natick
311 Kenrick Street, Newton
57 Congress Street, Milford
3 Front Street, South Natick
417 Centre Street, Newton
16 Free Street, Milford
82 High Street, Newton Upper Falls
226 Wren Street, West Roxbury
368 Langley Road, Newton Centre
37 Gordon Street, Waltham
59 Newell Road, Auburndale
50 Bancroft Street, Hopedale
48 Carpenter Avenue, Mansfield
41 Curve Street, West Newton
4 Matthews Court, South Natick
38 Caston Street, Dorchester
6 Woodland Street, Natick
8 Leland Street, Framingham
171 Brookside Road, Needham
7 Church Court Webster
31 Sanborn Avenue, West Roxbuiy
28 A apahoe Road, West Newton
41 Maplewood Street, Watertown
145 Chiswick Road, Brighton
129 Nebo Street, Medfield
5 Lincoln Street, Natick
117 Common Street, Watertown
56 Taconic Street, Great Barrington
4 Tucker Street, Natick
27 Willard Street, Cambridge
28 Catawba Street Boston
877 Harrison Avenue, Boston
10 Bates Avenue, Quincy
15 Spruce Street, Waltham
22 Orchard Street, Marlboro
18 Haven Street, Framingham
Edgartown
48 William Street, West Newton
29 Charlotte Street, Worcester
5 Hundreds Road, Wellesley Farms
58 Hayden Rowe Street, Hopkinton
35 Walnut Street, Hudson
Boston Post Road, South Sudbury
99 Myrtle Street, Waltham
62 St. James Avenue, Holyoke
Hayden Row, Hopkinton
28 Eliot Avenue, West Newton
1534 Commonwealth Avenue, Brighton
39 Pleasant Street, Hopkinton
55 Lithgow Street, Dorchester
34 Cunningham Street, Dorchester
15 Hale Street, Newton
114 Antrim Street, Cambridge
195 Union Avenue, Framingham
40 Mellen Street, Framingham

Lena Cushing, B.S.; A.M. Principal
Jonathan C/^vaynard Dchoo
The Class of 1939 is extremely grateful to the principal and to the faculty
of the Jonathan Maynard School for the kind and friendly guidance which
they have given the girls of both the Elementary and Household Arts De-
partments. They have inspired the Class of 1939 to maintain the educational
standards and attain those ideals for which the Jonathan Maynard School
stands.
Alice E. Joyce
Bertha C. Hull, B.S. Ed.
Mary L. Caunt
Robinette Ward
Ruth S. Dennett
Louise F. Thatcher
Mary Long
Maria E. Hawes
B. Hazel Davis
Mary Donahue
Florence M. Cook
Grade VIII
Grade Vil
Grades VI and VII
Grade VI
Grade V
Grade IV
Grades IV and V
Grade III
Grades II and III
Grade II
Grade I
^Nlumnae ^Nssociaiion
FRAMINGHAM IN THE WORLD
1839 — 1939
Framingham Graduates have achieved success in many and varied fields of
service during the century. Her representatives have been active in:
EDUCATION
Founders of Institutions for Education in United States and in Foreign
Countries.
Teachers of special schools for the blind and the deaf.
Teachers of special subjects in schools and colleges.
THE MINISTRY
Home and Foreign Mission Fields.
ART
Talented painters and singers.
LITERARY CIRCLES
Editor of well-known magazine.
Authors of poetry and prose.
Lecturers.
Librarians.
BUSINESS
Owners of.
Private Secretaries.
MEDICINE
Physicians.
Nurses
—
especially in World War.
SOCIAL SERVICE
In the South after Civil War.
Americanization.
Relief Work with Food Administrator during World War.
LAW
HOMES
Home-makers.
GRACE E. BARTLETT,
President of Alumnae Association
State Teachers College at Framingham.
SAc{'w\{\ es or 1938-1939
September 26
September 28
October 4
October 10
October 12
October 14 and 15
October 17
October 18
October 21
October 24
October 31
November 6
November 14
November 18 and 19
November 18 and 19
December 2
December 9
December 13
December 19
December 20
January
January
February
March
April
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
10
13
13
24
14
5
8
21
2
4
7
Beginning of Freshman Week
Senior-Freshman Reception
Freshman Court
Assembly—Mr. Tripp, Whaling
Y. W. C. A. Sight-seeing Trip
Mass. Athletic Conference at North Adams
Assembly—The Rainbow Indians, Songs and
Dances
Faculty Get-together (evening)
Student Co-operative Dance
Assembly—Mr. Chambers
Assembly—Dr. Nutting
Communion Breakfast
Assembly—Hampton Singers
H-Y Weekend
New England Teacher Training Confer-
ence—Boston
International Night
A'Kempis Dance
Mr. Woodward, Guest Artist
Assembly—Jonathan Maynard Pupils
Christmas Banquet
—
Candlelight Service
Senior Caroling
y. W. C. A. Marionettes
Joint Musical Club Concert
Assembly—A'Kempis Club
Joint Concert—Musical Club
Fine Arts Ball
Junior Prom
Assembly—May Day
Communion Breakfast
Senior Prom
Baccalaureate
Class Day
Graduation
iisa
iKememb ?oer :
Remember—registration day, senior year—checking credits
—
telling parents
why they should pay the budget fee—trying to find our freshmen
sisters?
Remember
Remember
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
Remember-
-our own introduction to Framingham—meeting our senior sisters—
the get-together" on the back hill—arriving dressed for a tea,
but no "eats"!
-attending teas at Framingham?—that rainy night tea at Miss Larned's,
senior year, for freshmen—the "relay" system—our senior-fresh-
men tea in Horace Mann living room—the crowd—the tea our
senior sisters gave us, freshmen year, on Horace Mann terrace,- on
our best behavior?
-our first chapel on the hill—held in Pierce Hall while May Hall
was being repaired?
-conducting senior chapel exercises—that "sinking" feeling?
-initiating the freshmen
—
their toga-like towels—our own initiation
-the fat ?iguing pillow cases
-freshmen court, freshmen year—the punishments for our infractions
—the trial of freshmen, senior year—the dignified judge—the in-
genious "sentences"
—
' make the punishment fit the crime?"
-senior investiture?—wearing caps and gowns for the first time
—
that solemn feeling when the faculty marched in, in caps, gowns,
and hoods—trying to keep our caps on straight—the impressive
ceremony—our own surprise at finding ourselves seniors at last?
-sitting for senior pictures—wearing our tassel left or right?
-stunt night, all the fun? Junior year, honorable mention?
-working for the Student Alumnae Building Fund—hunting up
alumnae—selling pencils—saving for our "foots"
—
giving every
cent we could spare
—
wishing we had more?
-the song contest, sophomore year? Our jolly song, which nearly
won—our composer—our leader?
-class elections, all four years? Our superb officers? We can
"pick 'em"!
Remember—sophomore May Day
—
plans and rehearsal all the year—choosing
May Queen—casting—-costuming—refreshments—hopes and
prayers for perfect weather—and it so soon over!
Remember—new experiences, junior year? Crocker house practice
—
practice
teaching—a realization of how little we really knew?
Remember—Harvard-Yale week-end, all four years? The mockman dance
—
hockey, the snow, junior year—basketball—the banquet—the
theatre party—hoarse, lame, and happy on Sunday?
Remember—Pops, all four years? Rehearsals—the big night—the music
—
(the
company and the food, too!)?
Remember—our picnics, freshman and sophomore years? —the hot-dogs—the
marshmallows— the fun around the outdoor fireplace?
Remember—the hurricane, senior year?—campus trees down—Crocker face-
lifting"—Dwight Hall roof—May Hall repairs—a generally dis-
torted campus?
Remember—the temporary desertion of May Hall—crowded quarters
crowded lockers—lunch served in the students' room—making
soup in the biology lab—chapel moved to Dwight Hall?
Remember—the Junior Prom? The plans and the discussions—the favors—the
candlelight dance
—
(and the men!)
Remember—the Senior Prom—our last dance together as students?
Remember—the Centennial Pageant?—our part in the one-hundredth anni-
versary—the plans—the worries—the work—the fun?
Class Day—the daisy chain—step-singing—the ivy planting—the
friendship circle?
Remember
Remember—Baccalaureate—Commencement—our delight in our newly ac
Remember—
quired degrees?
the fun we had for four years—the work we did—the things we
learned? They went fast, these years. Remember them?
ALICE GIBBS
VIRGINIA PINSON
ELIZABETH SEELEY
lilt
i©loss OCill
We, the Class of 1939, being of honorable and ancient lineage, but
being in a diffused state of mind, do hereby set down our last will and testament
in hopes that our generosity will be greatly appreciated.
First: To the library, Kay Whitney leaves her latest book, "Why I Don't
Agree With Mr. Workman."
Second: To President O'Connor, we bequeath a sound-proof ceiling for
his apartment.
Third: To Miss Lamed, we bequeath a trailer to catch the overflow that
will soon come from her new car trunk.
Fourth: To Mr. Sullivan, we leave our greatest possession—our book,
"Why Framingham Girls Can't Understand."
Fifth: To the Biology Department, Helen Churchill leaves the birds and
the bees.
Sixth: To the teachers, Shirley Smith leaves the answers to her questions
(we bet they are glad).
To Miriam Walsh, Charlotte Sherrill leaves her executive ability.
Ruth Teahan leaves her ever-constant smile to Anne Newell.
Esther Waitz hasn't the time to bequeath, as she has departed in a hurry.
Phyllis Wilcox bequeaths her genuineness to Santina Riley—not that you
need it, Santina.
To Junior Clothing, Dorothea Chaoush leaves her designing ability.
Evelyn Mackie leaves her petiteness to Elizabeth Crowley.
Virginia Burkett leaves her punning ability and swing to Marguerite
Kirby.
Martha Rodger bequeaths her imaginative powers to the Baron Munchau-
sen.
Athene Thompson bequeaths her wink to Kathleen Kern.
Carolyn Luce leaves her officiousness to the seniors, juniors, sophomores,
and incoming freshmen.
Louise Mcllvene leaves her chemical mind to the many needing it.
Katherine Weeks bequeaths her detailed brain to Phyllis Carlson.
Eleanor Pike leaves her vocabulary to Miss Sparrow's divisions.
Louise Osborne leaves her best wishes to the Home Economics Club.
To Jeanne Arbuckle, Claire Radovsky leaves her garrulousness.
Eleanor Ridder leaves coming and going to Eileen Kelly.
Peggy O'Connor bequeaths her undefinable something to anyone who
can define it.
Dot Lyford leaves "her secret ambitions ' to Lois Smith.
Priscilla Pettingell bequeaths her ' more like a house party than a hotel
beer jacket to Mary Callahan to be worn when hers has passed its useful days.
Fern Williams wills to Phyllis Ellis the ability to say the wrong thing at
the right time.
To Esther Height, Edwina Bryant leaves her voice.
Gloria Eggers bequeaths the traveling radio and what goes with it to
Miss Swan.
Rebecca Bartlett leaves her itinerary of Worcester to some needy fresh-
man.
Ruth Dickinson bequeaths her curve controller to Mary Murphy.
Betty Carlisle leaves her originality for capturing Stunt Night to Betty
Addison.
To Emma Dorr, Ruth Hemingway leaves the song "I'd Rather Be Right than
Influential."
Eleanor White leaves her partnership in Dennison's to Robilee Parfitt.
To those interested in traveling, Jean White leaves an open road to Fall
River.
Phyllis Oram bequeaths her apparent sophistication to Louise Parker.
Catherine Blyth leaves her Scottish air to Phyllis Kinsman.
Ruth Byrnes bequeaths her good looks to adorn future May Days.
To Margaret Berry, Jeannette Palmer leaves her needle and thread.
Beatrice Parmenter merely leaves the farm.
Phyllis Phelan leaves her grand disposition to Dot Hi liner.
Betty Emery bequeaths to Mary Durfee her success as Yale Hockey Captain.
Florence Kellogg bequeaths Uncle Norman" to Margaret Goyette.
Virginia Kerrigan and Catherine Ellis bequeath their quietness and dignity
to Grace Watters and Hester McCaffrey.
To Esther Schultz, Constance Lewis leaves her tranquillity.
Margaret Lovett leaves her literary ability to English V.
Eleanor Whiting leaves her coiffure to Olive Stacy.
Louise Whittemore and Eleanor Aiken leave their sporting ability to
Margaret McDonough.
Claire Mortimer bequeaths Federation to Del.
To Amy Look, Paula Ahtio bequeaths her scholastic mind.
Alice Gibbs leaves her hopes for the hopeful.
M€ave Sullivan leaves her ability to win friends and influence people to
Kay Barrett.
Barbara Carle leaves her versatility to Grace Flavin.
Margaret Lynch leaves her home-town love to all the Marlboro girls.
Helene Carroll leaves her height to uplift Madeline Ferris.
Arline Crown bequeaths to a freshman her business (if she ever had one)
as hairdresser, providing she starts at the bottom and works up.
To Katherine Haggblom, Bernice Cote leaves her dark tresses.
Ruth Chaffin bequeaths her Worcester Tech Collection to Jane Bevin.
Alice Epstein leaves her seat on the bus to Shirley Fishman.
Anna Gage leaves those big brown eyes to Helen Rush.
Mabel Fiske bequeaths her interest in church activities to Elizabeth Pen-
rose. Remember, Penny, ' never hold a grudge."
Irene Golden wills Tufts-but NOT the victrola—to Evelyn Sparhawk.
To Georgia Schlepegrell, Edith Jolikko leaves her artistic touch.
Lucille Guaragna leaves her verbosity to Ruth Murphy.
Alma Hersey bequeaths the Harvard man to F. T. C. for the next Harvard-
Yale Week-end.
Molly Higgins bequeaths her genuine sweetness to Jean Cotton.
To Marion Congdon, Thelma Jarisch bequeaths her fastidiousness.
Louise McManus leaves her expressive eyes to Virginia Cook.
Alice Horgan bequeaths her sense of humor to Marylou Rousseau.
Witnessed, this 30th day of November, in the memorable year of the
hurricane, by
VIRGINIA BURKETT
CATHERINE ELLIS
MARGARET LOVETT
Goss I rophecy
Scene: Junction of Tremont and Boylston Street in Boston
Time: Five o'clock in the evening—1950
Characters:
Pedestrian
Policewoman
Two Motorists
Policewoman (Speaking to motorists whose cars have bumped): Are you all
right?
Pedestrian (To policewoman): Why shouldn't they be all right? They were
protected by their cars. I'm the one you should ask about.
1st Motorist (To pedestrian): You weren't hit— I distinctly remember that we
missed you by an inch!
2nd Motorist (To 1st motorist): You mean you missed her by an inch. I was
driving on the other side of the road.
Policewoman: All right, ladies. That's enough. Show me your licenses.
Pedestrian: I'd like your names, too.
1st Motorist: My name is Mabel Fiske. Here is my license.
(Pedestrian looks interested.)
2nd Motorist: My name is Betty Emery.
Pedestrian: Did you two women go to Framingham State Teachers College?
Policewoman: And graduate in 1939?
1st Motorist: Yes—how did you know?
Pedestrian: I'm Edwina Bryant.
Policewoman: I'm Mabel Ricker.
2nd Motorist: For heaven's sake— I didn't recognize you.
1st Motorist: You're not the same Edwina Bryant who is singing in Boston?
Pedestrian: Yes
—
2nd Motorist: Did you know Meave Sullivan is making her debut in Boston
as the soprano soloist in the Metropolitan Opera Company early next
month? I guess all Mr. Gilday's lectures on perseverance were of some
advantage.
Policewoman: And Ruth Byrnes is a noted pianist, still expressing a wish that
she may spend her years in Heaven playing the piano. Would it still be
Heaven do you think? (To motorists and pedestrian.) I fear that you will
be in heaven if you don't move from the middle of the street and let the
other cars pass. Let's go over to one side so I can hear all the news, and
still direct traffic.
1st Motorist: Remember Anna Gunn? I've just bought one of her recordings
of "Giggle Record." Can't wait to try it out! It will all sound so natural.
Pedestrian: Another of our class in this aesthetic field is Kay Lyons. She is
back at F. S. T. C. assisting Miss Kingman in teaching the undergraduates
the new dance fad called The Chicken Walk. Can she ever strut!
2nd Motorist: I understand Dot Fuller has established herself well in the
dancing world. Her Fuller School of Ballroom Dancing features the
Round (Bob) bin.
Policewoman: Fashion, too, seems to have claimed some of our classmates.
Did you know that Rita Cavanaugh is one of the most stunning models of
John Powers? (Moves to center of street to direct traffic.)
1st Motorist: Gloria Eggers also has done well for herself. She started out as
a model and now owns an exclusive modiste shop. Our best wishes to
Gloria. Jimmy Palmer was in town the other day. She is still the perfect
fashion plate" of what a teacher should wear. She said that Claire
Radovsky was demonstrating for General Electric and was still the trim model.
Pedestrian: You girls remember Claire Mortimer, don't you? She is putting
her loads of clothing experience and the children's course to use on a
good-sized family of her own. She tells me she often meets Dodo Choaush
in at Filene's, where she is a buyer for the Sub-Deb Department.
2nd Motorist: I happened to be reading the book section of the ' Evening
Transcript ' yesterday, and I was surprised to see so many F. S. T. C. gradu-
ates of '39 mentioned! Helen Churchill has been making an extensive
study of the birds of New England and is going to give a series of illustrated
lectures at Mechanics Hall. There was a grand article on Spain by Pat
Delaney, who has been a foreign news correspondent for over five years.
HELEN CHURCHILL
^>V BIRDS
MECHANICS HALL
IJIIt
Policewoman (Returning to group): Poetry seems to have attained a higher
intellectual level lately, according to Marie Russo, who is writing a series
of articles called "Writing Poetry is Work." It may be the result of com-
piling her fourth book of poetry. And hasn't Betty Carlisle come far?
She is an advisor for the Book of the Month Club and recommends
psychological novels for those interested in further education. Could her
A in Psychology have influenced her?
1st Motorist: My sister called my attention to the third printing of "A Survey
of Schools and Colleges for Young Girls" by our own Mig Lovett. By
the way
;
Shirley Smith seems to have accomplished her aim. She has risen
to a position where she is highly respected and catered to by authors.
She is a critic on the New York "Herald Tribune."
Pedestrian: Shucks Carroll is a pretty important person now. I hear she has
given up her love of talking— I mean teaching—and is the editor of the
New York Times." Really a Framingham carry over, but I wonder how
the paper subscriptions are? Have any of you read the book reviews of
the "Times"? Phyl Oram is writing them. Phyl just completed reviewing
the Book-of-the-Month, "With Malice Toward All."
2nd Motorist: I've been reading reports on Ellie Pike, the prominent lecturer
in New York. She's in her element giving long dissertations on ideals
and ethics. The audience can't make any comeback!
Policewoman: Gene Wheeler and Evelyn Mackie are working near each
other. Gene is doing research work in the foods line, while Evelyn is
teaching foods to a class of towering boys and wrapping them around her
little finger.
1st Motorist: I saw Ruth Feldman yesterday and she was sorry that she didn't
have a chance to see all her old classmates before returning to Hull
House, where she is Director of Girls' Activities. Remember Rita White?
She has gone into the business world. Her work in the eighth grade must
have been the cause for the change.
Pedestrian: Another one of our classmates who changed her career because
of her work at college! Elvie Pease has been made treasurer of the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company.
2nd Motorist: Still another member of our class who has profited along this
line! Skip Whits has been granted a monopoly of the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company—they found it cheaper that way!
Her pal, Alma Hersey, has a grand position as head dietitian in a western
hospital, and has just been elected an officer of the American Dietetics
Association. Alma certainly wins our applause.
Policewoman: Have any of you read Alice Epstein s articles on "Aids to
Beauty"? It certainly is a helpful column as it gives practical suggestions
for the professional woman. And I saw a Gilchrist's ad saying, "Come in
and have your hair done by our expert, Anna Gage." I'll be back in just
a minute. (Leaves to help pedestrians cross street.)
1st Motorist: I just stopped in last night at a Howard Johnson's, and guess
whom I bumped into! Irene Golden—who is the manager. Goldie is
liable to "Bob" up anywhere. Edith Jolikko has planned a complete
course in High School Foods for Massachusetts, but has been trying it
out in Rockport first.
Pedestrian: Carolyn Luce has proved her efficiency by returning to F. S. T. C.
and taking Miss Hall's place at Crocker. Miss Hall is on a well-earned
and often-postponed vacation in the mountains. Speaking of vacations
—
Ginny Kerrigan has just returned to spend the summer months with her
parents in Fall River. Her position as composition instructor at Trinity
College in Dublin, Eire, keeps her busy nine months of the year. (Police-
woman returns.)
2nd Motorist: Someone told me that Barbie Carle is still trying to find some-
thing at which she hasn t made good. By the way you should have seen
what appeared in the "Gate Post Weekly not long ago under the society
column! "Mrs. John Delany, the former Louise McManus, believes that
teaching should begin at home. ' I hear she is very successful at it also.
And Priscilla Pettingell, too. After teaching for a year she decided that a
career and home life could not mix; so she preferred the home life. Per-
haps she'll start a kindergarten in her own home.
Policewoman: Isn't that policeman on horseback over there a smoothy? That
reminds me, did you know that Iggy Aiken is taming wild horses on her
ranch by the seashore? Could they be sea horses! Did you know that
Ruth Garland and Lillian Westergren were awarded the first prize in the
Art Exhibition Contest held in New York? The name of their masterpiece
was "F. S. T. C. in Review."
1st Motorist: Bernice Cote is certainly keeping up with the times! Her
pamphlet Box Lunches Carried on Airliners of the Future was pub-
lished last month. Remember Alice Horgan? She is dietitian in a state
hospital and an active member of the National Field Hockey Association.
She was always good in sports.
Pedestrian: One of my friends called my attention to a news article the other
day. It seems that Alice Gibbs, recently elected General Secretary to the
World s Young Women's Christian Association, is spending a few days
at her home in Cochituate before she begins her new duties.
2nd Motorist: Emma Nelson has done well. Our former class secretary just
flew up from the South with her husband, the famous surgeon. Are you
keeping up with politics these days? Of course you know that Eleanor
Fitzgerald is running for governor of the state on the slogan that Haste
makes Waste." Maybe she can help Ricky Ellis the next time a rotary
traffic circle comes sudden-like from somewhere on the Jamaica Plain
Parkway! She will probably need help next time!
Policewoman: Eleanor Goldthwaite is married now and living in Pennsyl-
vania. Her two lovely children repay Ellie for giving up her hospital
future. Here is an example of a grand success story. Mig Gray has sur-
prised us by establishing herself firmly in an exclusive girls' school in New
York. I wish these people wouldn't demand so much attention tonight.
(Leaves.)
ust
1st Motorist: Isn't it wonderful that even though Mabel Ricker is out in all
kinds of weather, she still is able to pose for the Pond Cold Cream ads
which appear in the "Gate Post Weekly" under the title, "I was once a
Framingham girl." Say, can you girls ever forget our sociology class with
Mr. Workman? It should be twice as interesting since Hazel Bullen has
returned to assist Mr. Workman. I wonder if she still conducts those
interesting little periods of friendly advice! She should get one of those
famous recordings of Anna Gunn s Giggle Record" to show some of the
girls how they sound.
Pedestrian: I have often wondered just what Paula Ahtio is doing now. Did
you know that she was the head of the Weston Private School for Young
Ladies? Beckie Bartlett has been lost to the teaching profession for some
time now. She is very happily married and very proud of her two curly-
haired children. Our old friend Arline Crown is back at F. S. T. C.
replacing Miss Keith as matron. Do you suppose she finds any means for
quieting noisy senior corridors?
2nd Motorist: Another member of our illustrious class who has returned to
become an instructor is Levona Lamb. She is Mr. Gilday's assistant at the
training school and checks the pitch of the girls when they are teaching
music. Belle Novick has made a worthy contribution to the history of our
class. She is running a school for girls who are unable to express their
thoughts quickly. Belle has certainly changed since she left us. (As
policewoman comes back): Do you know about any more of our members?
Policewoman: Yes, do you remember how Leah Dunton was regarded as
invaluable to the lunchroom group? She is now manager of several
profitable tea rooms, and says her experiences at F. S. T. C. are a great
help to her. One of the tea rooms is located in Worcester near the Art
Museum and she says that Ruth Dickinson drops in often from her duties as
curator there.
1st Motorist: Government seems to have changed these days. Women are
coming into their own. Margaret Lynch from our grand old class has been
elected an extra senator from Marlboro to look after the welfare of the
town. Also at the State House is Mary Morrilly, who is Commissioner of
Education, and does Framingham rate now!
Pedestrian: Tea rooms seem to be a popular field for our graduates. Ruth Wild
is now manager of that tea room near the airport. She is doing very well
—
especially with the pilots! Phyllis Wilcox never got a good solution for
her problem of how to divide her time between music, Bill, or Bob!
Catherine Whitney is still the diplomat, settling all the quarrels in her
classroom with her usual calm and finesse.
2nd Motorist: The aesthetic is in again! Catherine Blythe and Mary Voudouris
have started a school of modern dance for both children and adults. More
news about our friends. Marianne McKeon has recently been appointed
principal of the Northampton School for the Deaf and Dumb.
Policewoman: Remember the trio: Joan Smith, Virginia Pinson, and Edith
Stott? Still inseparable; in fact they couldn't get positions together, so
they started their own progressive school! Our own horse fancier, Phil
Phelan, has seen her dream come true. She now owns a horse farm in
Ipswich and has just published the article, "The Saddles the Well-
groomed Horse Will Wear.
1st Motorist: I've been reading the sport pages of the ' Boston Post with
interest, and have noticed several write-ups about Fern Williams. She is
teaching boys in the V. M. C. A. how to shoot baskets while looking in
the opposite direction. We used to call them luck shots there on the hill.
Well—they certainly have brought her luck. Another article dealt with
the recent hockey defeat of Smith by Wellesley. What about it, Betty?
(To second motorist.) That proves that you &rz as good now as you were
in college! From Captain to Coach!
Pedestrian: Elizabeth Seeley is still doing hospital work, but I have it on good
authority that George is trying to persuade her that life in Vermont is
much better. Chucky Sherrill has demonstrated an idea that maybe
Elizabeth should try out,- hospital work and home life can mix, especially
when they ere in the same town.
2nd Motorist: Speaking about Vermont, I heard that Ellen O'Neill, Ruth
Hemingway, and Myrtle Scholl are teaching twelve grades in a rural school
somewhere in Vermont. They each have four grades. Quite a trium-
virate! (To policewoman.) Do you have to leave again?
Policewoman: No, I asked the mounted policeman to take my place. Pleasure
before business. Did you know that Louise Osborne is The Number One
Home Economics Woman? At present she's recovering from an attack of
laryngitis, having attended a meeting in California and stopped to speak
to every club on the way back. What was it she told me about you, Pete?
You were somewhere in Kansas teaching basketball, and you had a foods
class once in awhile on the side?
1st Motorist: Well, I don't like to think that my four years at Framingham were
all wasted. Did you know that Bea Parmenter is a dairy maid at Johnson's?
We know it isn't entirely due to her love for milk. Lois Chouinard is back
at Framingham taking orders for chinchilla coats. The rabbit farm her
friend started must have prospered.
Pedestrian: You know Florence Kellogg is also back at F. S. T. C. She suc-
ceeded Miss Gardner as biology head, on Miss Gardner's recommenda-
tion. Do you suppose Miss Gardner remembers the day Flossie spoke in
class?
2nd Motorist: I read in the latest "Gate Post Weekly" that Mary Short and
Catherine Stacey were attending the Elementary Teachers Convention.
Both Mary and Catherine teach in local schools. I also read that Midge
Millane has passed in her resignation as first grade teacher in the Training
School, and is going to start a private kindergarten.
una
Policewoman: Louise Whittemore is teaching in a progressive school. They
tell me Whit takes advantage of the liberal privileges, too,- she leaves her
classes and goes skiing or swimming when the spirit so moves. I learned
also that at another progressive school a new course in astronomy has
been added, and that Margaret Konetzny was the instigator of it. And
did you know that Beatrice Ammidown, in her free hours from her well-
balanced home, is lecturing to the Junior League on "The Relationship
between Food and Romance? Bea is an authority on that topic.
1st Motorist: There are still a few in our class that drz trying to find their place
in this world,- for instance, Esther Waitz is still as trim and tailored as ever,
but so undecided. Rita Danahy is still very "Ernest" about everything, but
at the present is getting nowhere.
Pedestrian: I know of a few more marriages in our class which dre of interest.
The most outstanding event of the past season was Thelma Jarisch's ship-
board marriage to a coming young officer of the new liner Springfield.
Louise Mcllvene is very happily married, and has bought her youngest a
toy motorcycle.
2nd Motorist: Lodema Merrill has a fine position as instructor in New Jersey s
biggest and most modern high school. Margaret Knight also is very suc-
cessful in her teaching. Says she had found the quiet forceful manner best!
Policewoman: There are some of our class who have become quite prominent
in the club world. Peggy O'Connor is the popular president of the
Worcester Woman's Club. I hear she is frequently called to speak to the
student body at Framingham. Marion Nourse is the Home Economics
editor of "Farm Bulletin," and also 4-H Club advisor.
1st Motorist: Getting back to the teaching world, Ruth Ludlow is still trying
to figure out a way to quiet the noisy classroom. When she has found the
solution, she's going back to Millis and prove it. Alice Hanley carried
further her good record at F. S. T. C. and is now teaching in Columbia
Summer School. The student government councils of the various teachers
colleges in the East know they couldn't do without Jean White s help and
co-operation.
Pedestrian: A few odds and ends that I have picked up around are that
Eleanor Whiting is collecting seed specimens, and sending duplicates to Miss
Gardner. Constance Lewis has established a new service for the public,
"We take your calls and relay the message.'' She is the demonstrator.
Virginia Burkett has edited a best-seller among college girls
—
"Have You
Heard This One?
2nd Motorist: I have more bits about the teaching world, too. Lucille Guaragna
saved her money from teaching and is investing in horses. She names her
first Playboy. Molly Higgins has become a very popular teacher of Home
Economics because of her gentle manners and even disposition. Another
alumna who is teaching is Anita Zepp— I hear she is an excellent teacher
always in charge of the school bazaars and annual fairs.
Policewoman: I hate to break up our tete-tete, but I'm rather afraid we have
caused a slight traffic jam. In my best professional manner I'm asking you
girls of the institution to move on, but don't forget to drop around again
to my corner. This is my regular post.
Betty Emery,
Edwina Bryant,
Mabel Fiske,
Mabel Ricker.
CLASS HYMN
The echoes of one hundred years,
Will still resound as from these halls we pass.
The heirs of those first pioneers,
We look behind to earlier days;
Centennial class, we pledge anew,
Oh Framingham
Ere we leave, our loving loyalty to you
In whom we all believe.
Oh Framingham, we must depart.,
We stand alone to face the world.
And as life's course we bravely chart,
Your banners, motto, now unfurled,
We II keep before us as a guide,
To mark a true and forceful life
And may we aye by it abide,
What-e'er the stress or strife.
utst
Margaret Lovett.
I adeantL^entenma
PROLOGUE
From time's beginning and birth of man
With slowly shaping, ever growing plan
The upward guiding light of Wisdom shone
To lead mankind ahead through paths unknown.
Her first, faint flame grew strong, til, like the sun,
5 She triumphed, and in Greece an empire won.
Decreeing law and order to abide,
She Hebrews drew, and Romans, to her side.
Her radiance waxed and waned,- the years grew dark,-
10 Then brighter light arose from one faint spark,
And Wisdom shone, a glorious, holy flame,
Inspiring Christian scholars in her name
To teach new worlds the waste of hates and fears,
The hard-earned lesson of preceding years.
15 When richer life on earth became the quest,
The Renaissance, with faith in what was best,
Turned Wisdom's glance behind as well as fore,
And led her followers on to study more.
As known worlds spread and wisdom traveled west,
20 She found new leaders with unequaled zest
To further there her own farsighted plan,
And bring to pass God's purposes for man.
Marie Russo, '39
Qeniennia Paoeanf 1939
The Class Day pageant of the class of 1939 is to celebrate the centennial
of Framingham, tracing the progress of man along educational lines ending with
the development of Framingham up to the present. The pageant attempts to
show how the concept of education kept changing and widening until now,
every phase of life has its educational aspect.
Especially significant for us is the story of this college with the unpreten-
tious founding, instigated by Horace Mann, supported by his friend Edmund
Dwight, and guided by the first principal, Father Peirce. From Lexington to
West Newton, from West Newton to Framingham, the institution has been
moved, carrying with it the early spirit of enthusiasm.


THE STUDENT COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
President .
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Secretary .
Treasurer .
Faculty Advisors
Meave Sullivan, '39
Barbara Carle, '39
. Jean White, '39
. Mary Clarke, '40
. Catherine Ellis, '39
President Martin F. O'Connor
Dean Edith A. Savage
Miss Sarah Cummings
Miss Louie G. Ramsdell
I he Student Cooperative Association
The Student Cooperative Association with its membership of the entire
student body and its Council representatives, co-operates with the President,
the Dean, and the administration in promoting the highest standards for the
College, and in directing the activities and matters of general student interest.
The committees of the Association are instrumental in the proper function-
ing of the organization. The name of these committees are self-explanatory:
The Class and Club Council
The Judiciary Board
The Commuters Council
The Library Council
The Quiet and Order Committee
This year, the student chairman of the Student Alumnae Building Com-
mittee has been added to the council. For future years provision has been made
for the First Vice-President of the Association to assume the duties of the
Chairman in addition to her usual duties.
The Judiciary Board has been revised to meet more recent changes in
Campus life.
The Board of Limitations has replaced the Point System as sole determiner
of a student's extra-curricula activities.
As usual, the Association has financed the publication of the Freshman
Handbook, and, with the Senior Class, has helped acclimate the Freshmen.
Some of the outstanding activities sponsored or participated in by the
Association for the year 1938-'39 have been:
October Informal Dance
November Hampton Singers
New England Teachers Training
Conference—Four delegates from
Framingham
December Observance of Christmas by dona-
tion of trees, food, and money to
Framingham Associated Charities
January James Powers, Events Since
Munich" guest speaker
March Eastern States Conference in New
York, four delegates from Fram-
ingham
April John Holmes, "Modern Poetry,"
guest speaker
Louis Untermeyer, cooperation
with faculty in bringing poet to
Framingham
CLASS AND CLUB COUNCIL
President
Advisor
Honorary Advisor
Jean White, '39
President O'Connor
Mr. Frederick Ried
The Class and Club Council is a Committee of the Student Co-operative
Association and consists of the presidents of the various clubs and classes and
the editors of "The Dial" and "The Gate Post." The duties of the Council are
to plan, with the aid of a committee composed of student and faculty repre-
sentatives, an activities program for the year, and to take care of problems
arising in the various organizations. It is hoped that through the work of the
C. C. C. a better spirit of co-operation between classes, clubs, and faculty will
grow to be visible in all activities on the hill.
Through the help and planning of Mr. O'Connor, members of the faculty,
and students, the college has been privileged to hear many fine speakers this
year. The council wishes to thank those who have participated,- the students
have benefited greatly from the opportunities given them.
To the leaders and participators in next year's activities we wish every
success. We hope the spirit of co-operation in all activities will continue to
grow.
JUDICIARY BOARD
Chairman Barbara Carle, '39
Miss Rochefort
Margaret Geddes, '40
Helen Rush, '41
Advisor
Eleanor White, '39
Mary Dwyer, '40
The function of the Judiciary Board is to consider matters of discipline
which have been referred to it, and to meet these cases with constructive
recommendations which will lead to a better college spirit of self-discipline.
It is made up of the First Vice-President of the Student Co-operative Associa-
tion, who becomes chairman, one other member of the senior class, two
members of the junior class, one member of the sophomore class, and a faculty
advisor.
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CHEMISTRY COUNCIL
Louise Mcllvene, '39
Margaret Geddes, '40
Dorothy Olson, '41
Dr. Foster
President
Vice-President ....
Secretary
Faculty Advisor ....
The Chemistry Council is a student council consisting of three members
elected from each of the three upper classes and two elected from the freshmen
class, with a faculty member from the chemistry department as an advisor.
The Chemistry Council represents the honor system which is used through-
out the chemistry department. Its aim is to promote student leadership and
co-operation by entrusting the students with opportunities for such develop-
ment.
LIBRARY COUNCIL
Chairman .
Librarian
Mary Morrilly, '39
Georgia Schlepergrel
Barbara Hall, '40
'40
Carolyn E. Carlisle,
Miss Ella Ritchie
Agnes Garoian, 41
Ruth Chaput, '42
Helen Gleascn, '42
39
The purpose of the Library Council is to carry on and to enlarge the spirit
of co-operation among the students in regards to the use of the Library. The
Library Council functions to make the few necessary rules and to enforce them
if necessary.
The council is made up of two students from each class, the household
arts and elementary students, the commuters and dormitory students equally
represented. One of the seniors acts as chairman and our very efficient and
invaluable librarian, Miss Ritchie, acts as advisor.
As a college we are very proud of our library,- we know that it provides
for the greatest benefit of all and that it plays an important part in our college
life.
THE QUIET AND ORDER COMMITTEE
Chairman .......... Ruth Hemingway, '39
Hazel Williamson, '41
Lillian Gendron, '41
Eleanor Cook, '42
Ruth Bennett, '42
Ruth Charfin, '39
Belle Novick, '39
Anne Newell, '40
Harriet Hobbs, '40
The Quiet and Order Committee is composed of two representatives
from each class.
The efforts of the Committee have been directed to improving the co-
operation of students in Chapel, Assembly, the School buildings, and about
the campus. This year a quieter and more meditative Chapel Service has been
stressed.
COMMUTERS' COUNCIL
Chairman Eleanor Fitzgerald, '39
Advisor Dean Edith A. Savage
Eleanor Goldthwaite, '39 Phyllis Stearns, '41
Margaret MacDonald, '40 Virginia Cotton, '41
Harriet Wright, '40 Ruth Bennett, '42
Beatrice Clark, '42
The Commuters Council consists of eight representatives, two from each
class, with Dean Savage as advisor. The Council has endeavored to solve the
current problems confronting the commuting students.
The Council wishes to thank all the student body for its co-operation,
and it is deeply grateful to Dean Savage for her unfailing interest and helpful
advice.
FINE ARTS CLUB
President .
Vice-President
Treasurer .
Secretary .
Faculty Advisors
Shirley Norman, '40
Louise McManus, '39
Laura Pelissier, 40
Marsery Babson, '41
I Miss Louise Kingman
Miss Hazel Nietzold
MONTHLY MEETINGS AND ACTIVITIES
September 27 Welcoming of old and new members.
November 8 Presentation of play by Workshop Group.
December 12 Assembly-Dickens' ' Christmas Carol
December 13, 14 Arts and Crafts Bazaar
January 31 Playlet by Radio Players.
April 14 Fine Arts Club Centennial Costume Ball.
May 2 Final Meeting.
Misses Mabel Ricker, Eleanor Pike, and Beatrice Ammidown, chairman of
the Ball, dressed in hoop-skirted costumes of the 1839 period.
This year the Fine Arts Club, instead of presenting its annual play, spon-
sored an authentic Centennial Costume Ball. The girls attended the Ball dressed
in lovely, full-skirted organdies and dimities. The Club hopes that a similar
ball will be held at Framingham's duo-centennial in 2039.
THE MUSICAL CLUBS
President .
Vice-President
Secretary .
Treasurer .
Librarian
Faculty Advisor
Rita Cavanaugh, '39
Ruth Byrnes, '39
Ruth Garland, '39
Margaret Keyes, '40
Helen Rush, '41
Mr. Edward Gilday
The Musical Clubs look back with satisfaction on an active and a successful
year under the able direction of Mr. Gilday.
In December the Glee Club broadcast a half-hour program of Christmas
carols over Station WBZ. The same program of songs was sung the following
week at the Christmas Candle Light Service in May Hall to an appreciative
audience.
This year's joint concerts took the form of a music festival, with the com-
bined glee clubs of Clark University, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Wor-
cester State Teachers College, and Framingham State Teachers College taking
part. The first joint concert was held on March 3, in Dennison Memorial Hall
in Framingham, and was followed by a short period of dancing. The second
concert took place in the new auditorium of Clark University in Worcester on
March 24. Both concerts proved very successful and were thoroughly en-
joyed by the many who took part as well as by those who attended.
In May the Club, accompanied by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, sang
a group of songs at the annual Framingham Pops Concert at Symphony Hall.
The final performance of the year was the program rendered by the Club
for the graduating class on Class Day.
This year, besides the regular Choir, a special Freshmen Choir was
organized, and both groups gave many performances for the enjoyment of the
college throughout the year.
y. w. c. a.
President .
Vice-President
Secretary .
Treasurer .
Advisor
Alice Gibbs, '39
Gertrude Haas, '39
Janeth Ford, '40
Lois Kroepel, '41
Miss Eleanor Chase
The calendar of events for 1938-1939 included:
Introduction of officers at a tea held in Horace Mann Hall.
Sunday evening of reading poetry by President O'Connor. Discussion
groups on "Social Relationships Among Young People," under the
leadership of Miss Evangeline Wilcox, executive secretary of Metro-
politan y. W. C. A. in Boston.
Sue Hastings Marionettes from New York presenting "Sinbad the Sailor,'
"Little Black Sambo," and "Follies Review.
Christmas carols at the Home for the Aged.
Christmas Vesper service at Wellesley College Chapel.
Tea with Miss Maxine McKinley speaking on The Place of Religion in
the Life of a College Student."
Dr. G. Walter Fiske, retired Oberlin College professor, assembly speaker
on student relations to world problems.
Entertainment with skits.
Outdoor picnic.
Delegate sent to general meeting of the Student Christian Movement and
Peace Commissions.
Delegate to be sent to Oatka Summer Conference in June.
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
President .
Vice-President
Secretary .
Treasurer .
Faculty Advisor
Louise Osborne, '39
Phyllis Kinsman, '40
Ruth Chaffin, '39
Edna Sweet, '41
Miss Corinne Hall
The Home Economics Club was organized at Framingham in 1924. In
1930 it took the name of the Louisa A. Nicholass Home Economics Club in
appreciation of Miss Nicholass, who was for many years the beloved head of
the Household Arts Department of Framingham.
The purpose of the club is to bring together the students of the Household
Arts Department in order to keep them in touch with current topics of general
home economic interest, to have an organization about which home economics
may center, and to familiarize the students with the larger significance of home
economics. The club is affiliated with the Massachusetts, the New England,
and the American Home Economics Associations.
Our club meetings this year have included a report of the American Home
Economics Association Convention held in Pittsburgh, which Louise Osborne
attended as State Delegate,- a lecture Window and Wall Coverings,'' by
Mrs. Edward Wyeth,- an informal talk by Miss Beatrice Billings, Home Economic
Demonstration Agent-at-large,- a lecture by Miss Grace Gilkey from the David
Hall Fanning Trade School in Worcester,- a business meeting and social gather-
ing combined,- and our annual May Supper besides our customary International
Night program.
The club wishes to thank their faculty advisor, Miss Hall, and all other
members of the faculty and student body for their co-operation and support.
THE THOMAS A'KEMPIS CLUB
President .
Vice-President
Treasurer .
Secretary .
Faculty Advisor
Ruth Teahan, '39
Molly Higgins, '39
Marguerite Eagan, '40
Mary Dwyer, '40
Miss Alice Joyce
The Thomas A'Kempis Club, which was named for a priest and writer of
the fourteenth century, was organized to bring together girls of the Catholic
faith. The purpose of the club is threefold: religious, educational, and social,
in this order of importance. The club stands for the Catholic culture and
Catholic fellowship.
Two Communion breakfasts are sponsored by the club, one in the fall
and one in the spring; at these breakfasts outstanding leaders in Catholic
action address the group. A Formal Dance is another important event sponsored
by the A'Kempis Club, and this feature is very popular and well attended.
A delegate is sent to each monthly meeting of the New England Province
of the Federation of College Catholic Clubs, of which our club is a member.
The province in turn is affiliated with the national organization.
We are grateful to our chaplain, Father Dunford, for his invaluable help
and advice,- and to Miss Alice Joyce, our faculty advisor, for her loyalty and
genuine enthusiasm.
Finally, to the club members, the officers extend their sincere gratitude for
their whole-hearted support and unfailing interest in all of the club's activities.
FRAMINGHAM FORUMS
Noon Forum Leaders
Myrtle Scholl, '39
Christine Hackett, '40
Marjorie Babson, '41
Evening Forum Leader
Catherine Weeks, '39
Faculty Advisor
Miss Sarah S. Cummings
Noon Forum for the commuters has met weekly on Tuesdays or Mondays
this year. At lunch time students have discussed timely topics, Thursday night
Town meetings of the air, and Foreign Policy Association meetings, which
have added much interest this year as some of the girls have joined the Associa-
tion and others have attended many of the Saturday meetings in Boston.
The Evening Forum for the boarders has also used the same sources as a
basis for their discussions. They too have met weekly.
Under the very capable guidance of the faculty leader, Miss Cummings,
members have obtained much of the historical background which is essential
to a more complete interpretation of current happenings.
S. A. B F. COMMITTEE
Chairman
Faculty
Katherine Barrett, '40
Phyllis Carlson, '40
Jeanette Palmer, '39
Louise Osborne, '39
Fern Williams, '39
Miss Dorothy Lamed
Meave Sullivan, 39
Marion Blood, '41
Gladys McGaw, '41
Patricia Walsh, '42
The Student Alumnae Building Fund Committee has continued its steady
drive again this year. Its purpose is to raise sufficient capital for constructing
a large student-alumnae house to be used for various meetings, offices, reunions,
and social gatherings. The sale of pencils, candy, school supplies at the Mart,
and newspapers,- solicitations from the alumnae,- and a rummage sale were
several of the successful enterprises.
THE GATE POST 1939-1940
Managing Editor
Assistant Editor
Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Editorial Staff:
Literary
News
Sports
Exchange
Faculty
Alumnae
Training School
Make-up
Copy .
Social and Personal
Special Reporters
Ruth Clampitt, '40
Marjorie Pattison, '40
Hazel Williamson, '41
Rita Labarre, '42
Mary Callahan, '40
Hope Hathaway, '40
Beatrice Clark, '42
Dorothy Dacey, '41
Patricia Walsh, '42
Clerna Pierce, '41
Carolyn Bradish, '41
Marion Bingham, '41
Mary Taylor, '42
Mary Clarke, '40
Frances Wilbur, '40
Charlotte Lane, '42
Joffrette Corre, '40
Alice Lajoie, '40
Marie Brady, '42
THE DIAL STAFF
Managins Editor
Editor .
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Art Editor .
Assistant Editor .
Assistant Art Editor
Athletic Editor .
Humor Editor
Class Will .
Class History
Class Prophecy .
Faculty Advisor
Priscilla Pettingell
Beatrice Ammidown
Louise Mcllvene
Thelma Jarisch
Edith Jolliko
Jeanne Arbuckle
Louise Whittemore
Barbara Carle
Alice Horgan
Catherine Ellis
Alice Gibbs
Betty Emery
. Mr. Ried
To all those who have worked to make this "Dial" a success, the editors
are grateful. To them we extend our sincere thanks for their co-operation and
support.
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
President . Eleanor Aiken, '39
Vice-President Elvie Davis, '40
Treasurer . Betty Emery, '39
Secretary . Jeanne Arbuckle, '40
Publicity Manager Phyllis Kinsman, '40
MANAGERS OF THE SPORTS
Hockey . . . Mary Durfee, '40
Basketball . Helen Maxwell, '41
Baseball Marion Blood, '41
Volleyball Olive Stacey, '40
Archery Fern Williams, '39
Modern Dance Dorothy Hillner, '40
Riding Alice Havner, '41
Tennis Louise Whittemore, '39
Badminton . Mabel Fiske, '39
Hiking Frances Wilbur, '40
Bowling and PingPo ns Phyllis Phelan, '39
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A. A. Ac-tivi-ti es
Again this year the Athletic Association has carried on its full program
of activities and sports.
The activities started off enthusiastically with the Harvard-Yale mass meet-
ing on the back hill in preparation for that big week-end. Then came Harvard-
Yale itself with the Mock Man Dance, the hockey and basketball games, Ban-
quet, and Theatre Party. In October five delegates attended the State Athletic
Conference at North Adams where they enjoyed valuable discussions and a
climb up Mt. Graylock. A. A. is looking forward to entertaining girls from
Fitchburg and Lowell at a playday here on the hill. The Association regrets that
because of conditions the annual Stunt Night and A. A. dance assembly had to
be cancelled.
The regular meetings of the club have been of interest to the entire school
as well as to A. A. members, including such programs as the ballroom dancing
demonstration and instruction by the Baptiste School of Dancing, and the out-
door supper on the hill.
Most all of the sports have been enthusiastically supported this year.
There has been keen class competition in hockey, basketball, baseball, and
volleyball. The girls have taken advantage of the opportunity for participation
in individual activities as well, tennis, archery, modern dance, riding, bowling,
ping pong, and badminton.

HOCKEY
Every year brings greater enthusiasm for the hockey teams, and the girls
have proven themselves adept at the sport, as well as ardent fans.
BASKETBALL
One of the favorite indoor sports, and many enjoy it to the highest degree.
Won't you join the group?
BASEBALL
The athletic field is an ideal spot for an exciting game on a spring after-
noon; so rouse up your spirit and get some good, healthy exercise.
VOLLEYBALL
A game that is loads of fun when the snow leaves the ground. Many of
the F. S. T. C. girls show great speed at the activity. See for yourself!
ARCHERY
One of the most popular sports, and, of course, everyone is welcome.
Try out the excellent equipment and develop your eye and muscles. You'll
not regret it.
MODERN DANCE
Led by Miss Taylor, girls hold enthusiastic classes, where modern methods
of technique are employed and girls gain A. A. points.
RIDING
In the fall and spring many of the girls head for the stables, a fact which
proves that riding is ever popular and should be one of the extra curricular
activities.
TENNIS
With the use of a good court and a sign-up sheet, lots of girls are develop-
ing into real tennis stars. What about entering a tournament?
BADMINTON
Although this game hasn't been started in full swing as yet you'll like it
for it is easy to play. Help us promote a good cause.
HIKING
Those overnight hikes are always worth while fun,- so let's have some
more of them. A grand way to exercise and to see the beauties of surrounding
towns.
BOWLING AND PING PONG
The Recreation Room is the meeting place for all those who are interested
in bowling and ping pong, and that should include a goodly number, for these
games are fast becoming the most popular sports on the hill.
YALE HOCKEY TEAM
Captain Betty Emery
Alice Horgan
Ruth Garland
Barbara Carle
Mary Durfee
Marjone Keylor
Meave Sullivan
Eleanor Aiken
Amy Wartiainen
Charlotte King
Marion Congdon
Elvie Peass
HARVARD HOCKEY TEAM
Captain Louise Whitte
Anna Gage
Phyllis Phelan
Catherine Ellis
Irene Golden
Virginia Kerrigan
Marion Brigham
Peggie Cotter
Gladies Bell
Joanna Hazlett
Marion Blood
YALE BASKETBALL TEAM
Captain Katherine Whitney
Emma Nelson
Mary Callahan
Christine Parker
Jeanne Arbuckle
Laura Weber
HARVARD BASKETBALL TEAM
Captain Fern Williams
Belle Novick
Mabel Fiske
Helen Maxwel
Dorothy Dacey
El Ridd<eanor K er
o^tockey
Harvard-Yale week-end, living up to the traditions of the last two or three
years, as far as weather was concerned, turned out to be not only damp but
very decidedly wet. Saturday dawned—oh, no, not clear and cool—but
humid and threatening. The ominousness overhead, however, did not in any
way detract from the enthusiasm or the number of Crimson and Blue supporters,
who paraded loyally onto the hockey field that morning.
The alertness and seriousness of the two teams lined up against each other
presaged a hard fought game between the Crimson team led by their veteran
captain, Lou Whittemore, and Yale, resplendent in new outfits (thanks to the
freshmen), led by Captain Betty Emery.
At the sound of the whistle, the Yale forward line sped into action and
by a rapid passing attack got through Harvard s strong defence for a goal,
scored by Yale s speedy center, Marjy Keylor. Harvard tightened up after
this challenge, and the speed and strategy of the Crimson backfield, Marion
Brigham, Irene Golden, and of Lou Whittemore in particular, held Yale to a
2-0 lead at the end of the first half.
The game was full of excitement, mistakes, and comedy as any good hockey
game is. For a while there, it looked as though the players, even the seniors,
had forgotten what advancing and obstruction were. Al Horgan, "Durf",
Ruthie Garland, and Barbie Carle entertained with their usual somersaults,
while "Ricky" Ellis, Anna Gage, and "Ginny" Kerrigan will tell you that they
carried around spoils of the battle on their shins for several weeks.
The Crimson showed immediately at the beginning of the second half that
their forward line was definitely working together. Before Yale knew what
was happening, Gladies Bell with the help of her fast forwards had gone
through for a score for the Crimson. However, they could not break through
Yale's powerful, veteran backfield again. If Harvard succeeded in getting by
Betty Emery or Amy Wartiainen, which they didn t often, Meave Sullivan and
Iggie Aiken were right there to stop them.
You remember the rest—how Yale won still another point; what wonder-
ful stops both goalies, Phil Phelan and Marion Congdon made; what excite-
ment there was up to the very last minute,- and how Yale finally made it a Yale
day, for hockey was the deciding sport this year, by winning with a final score
of 3-1.
The very best of luck to the star undergrads who will carry on Harvard-
Yale next year!
cBasketba
On Saturday afternoon Framingham basketball enthusiasts again witnessed
that colossal feat of seeing a fast, clever game of basketball played "on a dime.''
Harvard supporters, who were crowded on one side of the gym, were anxious
to keep the day from being entirely a Yale one, while their Yale rivals opposite
them were equally anxious to keep the day blue.
The end of the first playing quarter saw Harvard, captained by Fern
Williams, leading Kay Whitney s six. The first minutes of play made the Yale
guards realize that they had a job to cover the powerful Williams-Fiske-Ridder
combination, whose passes were clicking in the early part of the game. Jeanne
Arbuckle, Mary "Cal", and Emma Nelson, Yale guards, did a grand job in
breaking up some of those fast passes, however, so that at the end of the half
Yale was leading 26 to 13.
Will you ever forget the excitement of that second half? Dot Dacey and
Helen Maxwell did a marvelous job trying to stop Laura Weber and Kay Whit-
ney from dropping every ball in the right spot, but Laura, in particular, just
would not be stopped. Belle Novick's strategy of playing stationary guard up-
set Yale's offensive to some extent, but seemingly nothing could stop Chris
Parker either.
Although Yale held a substantial lead throughout, Harvard did not give
up by any means. Fern, with her uncanny eye for the basket, made good at
least four out of five free shots. In spite of such gallant efforts, the final score
was:
Yale 46 Harvard 21
cPftMeti
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FERN WILLIAMS
ELEANOR AIKEN BETTY EMERY
Certificate
BARBARA CARLE MEAVE SULLIVAN
CATHERINE WHITNEY PHYLLIS PHELAN
MARIE RUSSO EMMA NELSON
LOUISE WHITTEMORE
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Chorus—three cuts and ye shall not sing at gradua-
tion.
Faculty
—
group of assignors who started us toward,
or startled us into, a glorious ending.
Marks
—
things we could do without.
Notebooks—College education in many pages.
Crushes
—
result of joint glee club concerts.
Classes—something to cut when possible.
Knowledge
—
eating goldfish and other pets.
Showers
—
leisurely /4 minute period between the
gym period and one at Dwight Hall, or possibly,
at the training school.
En Songe
You Leave Me Breathless"—Escorts at the Senior
Prom.
Just a Penny Serenade"
—
Soliciting for the S. A.
B. F.
Jeepers Creepers"—Math, class.
"Shine" Virginia Burkett and Peggy Lynch.
"Swinging the Nursery Rhymes"—Reading methods.
"Hold Tight"—As received at F. T. C.
East is East and West is West and never the twain
shall meet—on the same twack!
Half the world doesn't know how! I'll say they
don't!
v_^an You maoine ?
Betty and Iggy not playing hockey or basketball in season?
Catherine Blyth not liking handicrafts?
Ruth Hemingway not grinding away at her homework?
Mabel Ricker or Eleanor Whiting with their hair all mussed up?
Chucky ' not being a diplomat?
Meave not championing some worthy cause?
Phil ' Phelan without a new diet?
Martha Rodger not liking to knit?
Edwina without a song?
Edythe Snow not remembering all the minute details of that good
movie we saw two years ago?
Eleanor Fitzgerald or Becky" Bartlett hurrying and worrying to have
everything in on time?
"Ricky" Ellis not liking to debate?
"Peggy" Lynch not having a longing for New York "scenery"?
Ruth Teahan without a laugh?
A glee club concert without Carolyn?
Helen Churchill refusing to go on a bird walk?
Athene Thompson liking gym?
Kay Lyons not liking the name of "Johnny"?
"Lou" Whittemore without a question?
Anita, Claire and Bea ' not looking for each other?
Priscilla getting 25% of her marks D's?
Some men are born great, some men achieve greatness and others just
grate upon us.
A fool and her money dre some party.
"May Hall has been condemned,"
Wailed the Freshman, feeling blue.
And her Mother asked politely,
Why, whatever did she do?"
New I eeih in wld ^)aws
(Far) too many cooks spoil the broth.
Get thee behind me, Satan,- I need a backer.
A stitch in time saves embarrassment.
The best are none too good.
Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we diet.
A name by any other name would cost as much.
Nonsense makes the heart grow fonder.
He who hesitates is run over.
It's a wise crack that knows its own author.
Wives of great men all remind us of it.
When is the younger generation coming to?
A fair exchange is no fun.
Matches are made in Sweden, not Heaven.
Backward, turn backward, O dime in thy flight.
Peace on earth, Good will toward men — only.
I humbnail Uescnption
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Barbara Carle & Fern Williams
Ruth Byrnes
Helene Carroll
Esther Waitz
Phyllis Oram
Anna Gunn
Florence Kellogg
Mabel Ricker
Meave Sullivan
Carolyn Luce
Dorothy Fuller
Lillian Westergren
Ruth Hemingway
Midge Millane
The mighty mites
Sophisticated Lady
Old New England in a night club
Walking haberdashery
Rugged individualist
Easy come, easy go.
Hopeless trinity of wit, wisdom, wiles
Red, rosy, and rollicking
Alma Martyr
Municipal efficiency
Nonsense and sensibility
Peter Rabbit
—
grown-up
Small, sandy, serious, satisfied
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi


r. 5. T. C. Lib ra7
Magnificent Obsession
Bleak House
Woman on Horseback
The Smoke Eaters
Perennial ? Bachelor
Rabble in Arms
Lost Horizon
How to Win Friends and Influence People
Hidden Fires
The Crisis
Our Lords and Masters
A Nice Long Evening
Don Juan
Listen, the Wind
Three Comrades
The Yearling
Years of Grace
The First Rebel
Disputed Passage
To Have and To Hold
Theory of the Leisure Class
Swan Song
The building fund
Crocker
Phil Phelan
Customers at the D. S.
Mr. Sullivan
Girls on dates
Shirley Smith
President O'Connor
Elizabeth Seeley
Exam week
The Faculty
One o'clock permissions?
Dr. Foster
Jenny Kolodziej
Joan, Edith, and Ginny
Peggy O'Connor
'36, '37, '38
Claire Radovsky
The tunnels
Memories
We'll never know
A. H.
una
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